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Abstract
Multipactor is a resonant vacuum discharge occurring in microwave components of satellite
systems as well as in particle accelerators. Due to its undesirable eects, multipactor analysis
constitutes a mandatory step in the design of modern satellite components and in performance
studies of particle accelerators. To this end, the development of computational techniques for
multipactor prediction attracts intense interest in the scientic community.
The phenomenon evolves in two distinct phases: rst, a fast growth of the electron pop-
ulation and, second, a steady state during which the population reaches a saturation level
and remains almost constant. State-of-the-art computational models focus on the precise
prediction of the initial multipactor phase, which denes whether the discharge occurs or
not. However, a clear overview of the phenomenon also requires the analysis of the long-
term multipactor evolution. Due to the high complexity introduced by considering saturation
mechanisms, long-term multipactor evolution remains still unclear for many congurations
of highly practical importance. Such a case is the multipactor analysis in the presence of
dielectrics, a case dealt within this thesis.
Motivated by the challenging nature of analyzing the multipactor steady state, this work
aims to provide its own contribution to the modeling and the analysis of long-term multipactor
evolution. For this, a sophisticated computational tool has been developed for the full-3D
multipactor analysis, taking into account saturation mechanisms.
In order to get a fast overview of the phenomenon, a generalized single-electron model has
been developed which allows a multipactor analysis in any conguration with unidirectional-
like electric eld. Based on this 1D model, qualitative studies considering the eect of low-
energy electron collisions and of single-sided multipactor in non-uniform coaxial elds have
been performed. As a further step, a multiple-particle, full-3D model able to consider the
stochastic nature of the secondary emission phenomenon has been developed. The single-
electron model nicely supplements the robust 3D analysis by providing fast estimations for
the most likely cases in which multipactor occurs.
Saturation mechanisms have been considered, too, for both 1D and 3D approximations.
Taking into account the induced charges on the metallic boundaries, a fast analysis of long-
term multipactor is provided by the 1D model for the parallel plate and coaxial line cases. The
saturation study is boosted in the 3D analysis by taking into account the mutual Coulomb
interaction between particles.
The developed multipactor model has been properly adapted in order to study long-term
multipactor in the case of dielectric-loaded waveguides. Space charge eects as well as the
eect of the surface charge developed on the dielectric layer have been both considered in
the analysis. Particularly, in order to eciently take into account the eect of the induced
charges, a novel image method for the evaluation of the 3D Green function in multi-layered
media has been developed. For the rst time, a saturation steady state is identied in parallel
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plates loaded with a dielectric layer.
Keywords: multipactor, multipactor modeling, single electron model, multiple electron
model, long-term multipactor, multipactor saturation, image method, dielectrics
Resume
L'eet multipactor est un phenomene de decharge electronique resonnant dans le vide qui se
produit dans les composants micro-ondes de systemes satellite ainsi que dans les accelerateurs
de particules. En raison des eets indesirables de l'eet multipactor, l'analyse de ce dernier
constitue une etape incontournable dans la conception des composants de satellites modernes
et dans l'etude de performance des accelerateurs de particules. A cet eet, le developpement
des techniques de calcul pour la prevision de l'eet multipactor provoque un vif intere^t dans
la communaute scientique.
Le phenomene evolue en deux phases distinctes: premierement, une croissance rapide de la
population d'electrons et, deuxiemement, un etat d'equilibre au cours duquel la population
atteint un niveau de saturation et demeure a peu pres constante. Les modeles computationnels
de l'etat de l'art se concentrent surtout sur la prediction precise de la phase initiale de l'eet
multipactor, phase qui denit si la decharge a lieu ou non. Cependant, un apercu clair du
phenomene exige egalement l'analyse de l'evolution a long terme de l'eet multipactor. En
raison de la grande complexite induite par la consideration des mecanismes de saturation,
l'evolution a long terme de l'eet multipactor reste encore tres oue pour de nombreuses
congurations d'importance grandement pratique. L'analyse de l'eet multipactor en presence
de dielectriques fait partie de ces congurations et celle-ci est traitee dans cette these.
Motive par la nature dicile de l'analyse de l'etat stationnaire de l'eet multipactor, ce
travail vise a orir sa propre contribution a la modelisation et a l'analyse de l'evolution a
long terme de l'eet multipactor. Pour cela, un outil de calcul sophistique a ete mis au
point pour l'ensemble de l'analyse entierement 3D de l'eet multipactor, en tenant compte
des mecanismes de saturation.
An d'obtenir un apercu rapide du phenomene, un modele a electron unique generalise a
ete mis au point, modele qui permet l'analyse de l'eet multipactor dans n'importe quelle
conguration avec un champ electrique unidirectionnel. Basees sur ce modele 1D, des etudes
qualitatives considerant l'eet des collisions d'electrons de faible energie et de l'eet mul-
tipactor unilateral dans les ca^bles coaxiaux non uniformes ont ete eectuees. Ensuite, un
modele entierement 3D a particules multiples a ete developpe, qui est en mesure d'examiner
la nature stochastique du phenomene d'emission secondaire. Le modele a electron unique est
complementaire a l'analyse robuste en 3D, fournissant des estimations rapides pour les cas ou
les decharges de l'eet multipactor sont le plus probable.
Les mecanismes de saturation ont aussi ete consideres pour les deux approximations 1D et
3D. Compte tenu des charges induites sur les bords metalliques, une analyse rapide de l'eet
multipactor a long terme est fournie par le modele 1D de la plaque parallele et dans le cas de
la ligne coaxiale. L'etude de saturation est amelioree dans l'analyse 3D en tenant compte de
l'interaction mutuelle de Coulomb entre les particules.
Le modele de l'eet multipactor developpe a ete correctement adapte an d'etudier l'eet
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multipactor a long terme dans le cas de guides d'ondes en presence de dielectriques. Les
eets de charge dans l'espace ainsi que l'eet de charge de surface developpes sur la couche
dielectrique ont aussi ete examines dans l'analyse. En particulier, an de prendre ecacement
en compte l'eet de charges induites, une nouvelle methode des images pour l'evaluation de la
fonction de Green 3D dans les milieux multicouches a ete developpee. Pour la premiere fois,
un etat d'equilibre de saturation est identie dans des plaques paralleles en presence d'une
couche dielectrique.
Mots-cels: eet multipactor, modelisation de l'eet multipactor, modele d'electron unique,
modele a electrons multiples, eet multipactor a long terme, saturation de l'eet multipactor,
methode des images, dielectriques.
Kurzfassung
Multipaktor ist eine Entladung, die in Vakuum unter Resonanzbedingungen auftritt und
sowohl Mikrowellenkomponenten in Satellitensystemen als auch Teilchenbeschleuniger bet-
rit. Wegen der dazugehorenden unerwunschten Eekte, ist eine Multipaktoranalyse ein
unverzichtbarer Schritt in der Synthese von Mikrowellenkomponenten und Ezienzstudien
von Teilchenbeschleunigern. Die Entwicklung von Simulationsmethoden zur Vorhersage von
Multipaktor ist daher auf groes Interesse.
Multipaktor verlauft prinzipiell in zwei Phasen: als erstes kommt es zu einem raschen
Anstieg von freien Elektronen in den Komponenten. Danach folgt die Sattigungsphase, in der
die Anzahl der Elektronen nahezu konstant bleibt. In modernen Computermodellen wird vor
allem die erste Phase betrachtet, die daruber entscheidet, ob es zu einer Entladung kommt oder
nicht. Fur eine genaue Analyse des Phanomens mu allerdings auch dessen Langzeitverhalten
untersucht werden. Da die Berucksichtigung von Sattigungsmechanismen die Komplexitat
der Simulationsmodelle drastisch erhoht, ist das Langzeitverhalten von Multipaktor fur viele
Geometrien, die von hohem praktischem Interesse sind, jedoch unklar.
Diese Arbeit mochte einen Beitrag zur Untersuchung von Langzeitmultipaktor leisten. Zu
diesem Zweck wurde ein fortgeschrittener Algorithmus entwickelt und implementiert, der die
Simulation von 3D Problem unter Einbeziehung von Sattigungsmechanismen erlaubt.
Fur eine schnelle Multipaktoranalyse wurde ein Einelektronenmodell fur Geometrien en-
twickelt, die durch 1D elektrische Felder angenahert werden konnen, wie z. B. in einem Paral-
lelplattenleiter. Basierend auf diesem 1D Modell wurden qualitative Studien fur niederen-
ergetische Elektronenkollisionen und einseitigem Multipaktor in ungleichformigen Koaxi-
alfeldern durchgefuhrt. Als nachstes wurde ein 3D Mehrelektronenmodell entwickelt, das
das stochastische Verhalten der sekundaren Elektronenemission berucksichtigt. Das Einelek-
tronenmodell stellt dabei eine ideale Erganzung zum 3D Modell dar, weil es eine sehr schnelle
Abschatzung von moglichen Multipaktorproblemen erlaubt.
Sattigungsmechanismen wurden sowohl fur 1D als auch 3D Modelle berucksichtigt. Unter
Einbeziehung der induzierten Ladung an den Randern ist eine schnelle Analyse von Langzeit-
multipaktor fur 1D Modelle wie Parallelplatten- und koaxiale Hohlleiter moglich. Zusatzlich
wird im 3D Modell die Coulomb-Wechselwirkung zwischen den Teilchen berucksichtigt, um
die Sattigungsphase zu simulieren.
Um das Langzeitverhalten fur Strukturen mit Dielektrika zu untersuchen, wurden die en-
twickelten Multipaktormodelle entsprechend erweitert. Dabei wurden sowohl der Einu der
Elektronenwolke als auch die Oberachenladung auf dem Dielektrikum in die Berechnungen
mit einbezogen. Insbesondere, um die induzierte Ladung ezient zu modellieren, wurde eine
neue Spiegelladungsreprasentation der 3D Greenschen Funktion fur mehrschichtige Struk-
turen entwickelt. Dies ermoglichte zum ersten Mal die Simulation des Sattigungsbereichs von
Multipaktor in Parallelplattenleitern mit dielektrischen Schichten.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Context
Multipactor is a radio-frequency (RF) discharge that occurs in microwave components under
vacuum conditions. The phenomenon has been observed in a variety of applications, such
as RF satellite payloads [1{4], particle accelerators [5{8], high power RF windows [9{11] and
microwave vacuum tubes [12, 13]. The underlined mechanism behind the discharge is an
electron multiplication due to secondary electron emission on the device walls. Under certain
resonant conditions, the motion of electrons can be synchronized with the RF eld. As a
result, the multiplication process is self-sustained and an electron avalanche takes place.
Multipactor was rst recognized and studied by Philo Taylor Farnsworth in the early 1930's
[14]. Taking prot of the electron avalanche of the discharge, Farnsworth developed a high
frequency signal amplier for electronic television systems. His work stimulated the interest of
other researchers who performed theoretical and experimental studies for further investigation
of the phenomenon and for any other possible applications [15{17]. However, during the last
decades, multipactor has triggered intense scientic interest due to the adverse eects it
can have on microwave systems operating in vacuum environments. Particular interest has
been focused on satellite systems where the high power operation as well as the low pressure
environment make them susceptible to multipaction onset. Serious problems may appear, like
heat load of the device walls, increase of noise level and detuning of resonant cavities. Such
eects may signicantly disturb the normal operation of satellite systems or even destroy
some internal components [18]. A potential disruption of the connection between the satellite
and the terrestrial station would be fatal for the space mission. Undesired eects due to
multipacting process have been also reported in particle accelerators [7, 19]. In this case,
the discharge results in an electron cloud within the beam pipe that causes various beam
instabilities reducing the eciency of particle accelerators.
It is obvious that multipactor is a key parameter in a variety of vacuum applications. The
importance of the phenomenon is raised, even more, by the current trend in the market of
satellite communications. The increased demand for high data rates and qualitative services
in modern satellite communications leads to the need for higher power operation level, as
shown in Fig. 1.1. This trend results in an increasing risk that a multipactor discharge to
occur in satellite microwave components. To this end, a signicant eort has been devoted in
the development of multipactor prediction techniques in order to support the design of new
satellite components.
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Figure 1.1.: Trend of power capability of GEO satellites. Source: WTEC Panel Report on Global
Satellite Communications Technology and Systems, December 1998 International Tech-
nology Research Institute Baltimore, Maryland 21210-2699 ISBN 1-883712-51-3
1.2. Motivation
In principle, multipactor evolves in two distinct phases. First, a fast growth of the electron
population takes place due to a resonant avalanche mechanism. As the electron population
increases, saturation mechanisms disturb the resonant motion of electrons preventing, thus,
an innite growth of the electron population. Therefore, in the second phase, the phenomenon
reaches a steady state where the population cannot exceed a certain saturation level.
Both phases are of particular interest. First, multipactor onset, corresponding to the initial
phase, reveals if a component is susceptible to the discharge or not. From an engineering
point of view, this is the most important aspect regarding the design of microwave structures
that are free of the risk of a possible discharge. On the other hand, steady-state provides a
global overview of the phenomenon revealing valuable information regarding the side-eects
of the discharge, like noise level and heat load. The importance of the second phase is even
more augmented by the following feature: the evaluation of the multipactor steady-state
can be benecially exploited in order to experimentally assess the multipactor onset. More
specically, the discharge can be detected by using the third harmonic technique [20], which
proposes to search for the third harmonic in the radiated power spectrum of the electron cloud
current. Since the intensity of the power spectrum is directly connected with the number of
electrons involved in the discharge [21] and the detection is supposed to take place after the
steady-sate is reached the radiated power is connected with the saturation level. Linking the
predictions to the measurements of the radiated power spectrum will help to dene a unique
multipactor onset criterion. This rises a particular motivation on investigation the long-term
multipactor evolution.
The multipactor steady state has been, mainly, studied assuming two saturation mecha-
nisms: the space charge eect and the detuning of resonant cavities. An additional saturation
mechanism is supposed to act in case of dielectric surfaces. More specically, a surface charge
is developed, parallel to the discharge evolution, resulting in a DC-like electric eld. This
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eld can signicantly aect the electron dynamics and, consequently, the evolution of the
discharge.
The presence of dielectrics in multipactor analysis has been, mainly, investigated in the
framework of particle accelerators for the cases of ceramic RF windows [11, 22{27] and of
dielectric loaded accelerating (DLA) structures [28{30]. However, little is known about mul-
tipactor discharges on dielectric surfaces in the framework of space applications. Some works
have numerically dealt with multipactor discharge inside a parallel-plate waveguide partially
loaded by a dielectric slab [31, 32]. Results revealed an interesting self-extinguishing mech-
anism that acts in the long-term evolution of the phenomenon. However, these studies were
based on a critical simplication by neglecting the induced charges on the metallic walls due
the surface charge on the dielectric. It has been reported that the charges induced on the
metallic walls can signicantly aect the steady state of the discharge [33]. This adds a strong
motivation in studying the problem by including the eect of the induced charges.
1.3. Objectives
The main objective of this thesis is to investigate the long-term multipactor evolution in the
presence of dielectrics. For this purpose, a model able to consider the saturation mechanisms
has to be applied, including the eect of the space charge. Space charge implies the mutual
interaction between electrons. This results in a huge complexity of O
 
N2

, where N is
the number of electrons. Since the electron population increases exponentially during the
multipactor onset, N is expected to be in the order of several magnitudes and, consequently,
special simplications has to be done. To this end, a systematic approach is ventured able
to gradually study multipactor starting from a fast, but rough, overview of the phenomenon
and ending in robust and demanding predictions.
Briey, the objectives of this thesis are summarized as follow:
 A fast numerical technique in order to obtain a rst overview of the multipactor onset
by deriving the susceptibility zones (see Chapter 3). For this purpose, a generalized
1D technique is explored in order to extend the analysis from the fundamental parallel
plates case to any 1D-like conguration, e.g. coaxial lines.
 A 3D multipactor technique able to consider the stochastic behavior of the secondary
emission. Taking into account the statistics of the secondary emission as well as the
3D motion of electrons the multipactor onset will be accurately approached. The 1D
technique can supplement nicely the robust 3D analysis by providing fast estimations
for the most likely cases for which multipactor occurs.
 Investigation of the long-term multipactor evolution in the case of parallel plates loaded
by a single dielectric slab. For this purpose, the above described techniques are properly
modied in order to include the space charge eects as well as the eect due to the surface
charge on the dielectric. In order to consider the eect of the induced charges, special
attention is devoted to the 3D case where a Green Function (GF) able to provide the
self-consistent eld on an electron due to its induced charges is explored. Since image
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series ts well in this feature, a novel image method for the GF evaluation in the case
of multilayer shielded media is ventured.
1.4. Outline and Original Contributions
This section summarizes the contents of the chapters of this thesis and links them together
with the framework of investigation of the long-term multipactor evolution in the presence of
dielectrics. The original contributions performed during this thesis are also included in the
corresponding chapters.
Chapter 2
This chapter reviews the physics of multipactor discharge. The two guided mechanisms of
the discharge, namely the secondary emission and the resonant motion of the electrons, are
described in detail. The chapter serves a solid theoretical background of multipactor required
before continuing with the modeling of the phenomenon in the next chapters.
Chapter 3
A generalized technique able to analyze multipactor in any 1D conguration is developed.
The chapter contains two main parts. In the rst, the single electron approach is reviewed,
underlying its fundamental assumptions. Then, based on the single electron model, a theoret-
ical analysis is presented for the parallel plates case, in order to get a physical insight to the
multipactor mechanisms. As a result, the multipactor chart that depicts the susceptibility
zones for dierent multipactor modes is obtained. Special emphasis is given to explaining
the mechanisms aecting the multipactor threshold. The second part of the chapter deals
with the proposed generalized technique. After describing it, the proposed numerical method
is validated through comparisons with theoretical and numerical results as well as with
measurements. The technique is, then, applied in order to study two topics of particular
interest in multipactor analysis: rst, the eect of electric reection of impact electrons
on the multipactor onset and, second, multipactor eect in coaxial lines focusing on the
eect of the characteristic impedance on the lower multipactor threshold. The developed 1D
technique is used in Chapter 4 in order to investigate multipactor in the presence of dielectrics.
Original Contributions
 Generalized single electron model: A generalized model is developed able to sim-
ulate multipactor in any 1D conguration.
 Eect of elastic reection emission mechanism on the multipactor onset: By
applying the developed technique, the eect of the elastic reection on the multipactor
onset has been investigated using realistic secondary emission yield models. As a con-
clusion, it has been shown that the lower multipactor threshold corresponding to the 1st
order multipactor mode is not aected by the elastic reection mechanism.
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 Multipaction in coaxial lines, eect of the characteristic impedance: In this
work, multipaction in coaxial lines has been investigating focusing on the eect of the
characteristic impedance on the lower multipactor threshold.
Chapter 4
The long-term multipactor evolution inside a parallel plates waveguide partially loaded by a
dielectric slab is investigated. For this purpose, the space charge eect as well as the surface
charge on the dielectric are taken into account. The 1D technique developed in Chapter 3
is properly modied in order to consider the induced charges on the metal plates. A deeper
insight of the phenomenon is provided by a 3D model able to consider for the statistics of
the secondary emission. The electric eld due to the induced charges in the 3D analysis is
eciently evaluated through an image series as presented in Chapter 5.
Original Contributions
 Long-term multipactor evolution in the presence of dielectrics: The multi-
pactor steady state in parallel plates waveguides partially loaded by a dielectric slab has
been investigated considering the induced charges on the metal surfaces. For the rst
time, a saturation stage in the investigated conguration is reported.
Chapter 5
A novel technique for image series derivation in multilayer shielded media is presented. The
proposed technique is validated through comparisons with the well established methods of
Sommerfeld integration and modal series expansion. Through numerical examples, the e-
ciency of the proposed image series is studied. The image series is eciently incorporated in
the 3D analysis of Chapter 4, in order to evaluate the electric eld due to the induced charges.
Original Contributions
 Image method for the electrostatic Green Function in multilayered shielded
media
Chapter 6
This chapter summarizes the concluding remarks and proposes future research directions
within the topics covered in this thesis.

2. Multipactor Review
2.1. Introduction
Multipactor eect is a RF breakdown phenomenon which is normally observed in microwave
components under vacuum or low pressure conditions. In brief, the phenomenon starts when
a free electron in a vacuum cavity, accelerated by a RF eld, impinges on a surface (metallic or
dielectric) of the device. Depending on the impact energy, this collision can cause the emission
of two or more secondary electrons from the surface. Under certain resonance conditions,
these new electrons may in turn be accelerated and impinge on the same or another surface
producing, thus, more electrons. If this process is sustained for a few RF cycles, it may lead
to an avalanche phenomenon which results in a dense cloud of free electrons inside the device.
The aim of this chapter is to provide a review on the physics behind the phenomenon.
After introducing the fundamental concept of multipacting, the main physical mechanisms
responsible for multipactor discharge are discussed, i.e. the secondary emission phenomenon
and the resonant motion of electrons, in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. The chapter
ends with a description of the main saturation mechanisms, responsible for the long-term
characterization of the phenomenon, in Section 2.5.
2.2. Multipacting
As already mentioned, the multipactor eect can occur inside a RF device under vacuum
conditions when free electrons impact the surfaces in resonance with the alternating eld
causing the emission of more electrons. Fig. 2.1 illustrates the evolution of the discharge
in the simple case of two parallel plates. First, a free electron starts moving from the lower
surface continuously accelerated towards the upper conductor due to the electric eld. When
this electron hits the conductor it is assumed to have sucient energy so that two new electrons
are emitted. Since this collision occurs when the eld reverses direction, the emitted electrons
are in turn accelerated towards the opposite surface. Again, these electrons traverse the gap
in a time that amounts to one half of the signal period and impact the lower conductor
with enough energy for secondary emission. If this procedure continues the population of the
particles will exponentially grow. At the end, an electron cloud will be created inside the
device.
As it becomes obvious, the two main mechanisms causing multipacting, i.e. the process that
yields to the exponential growth of the electron population, can be summarized as follows:
 Resonant motion of the electrons. The electrons are emitted from a cavity wall, they
are driven by the electromagnetic eld and return back to the same point after a integer
number of RF cycles.
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Figure 2.1.: Multipacting process. (a) A free electron is accelerated by the electric eld. (b) The
electron hits the surface and (c) causes the emission of two secondary electrons. The eld
reverses direction and the new electrons are accelerated towards the opposite conductor.
(d) The procedure continues.
 Secondary emission of more than one electrons. The electrons hit the cavity walls with
sucient energy so that they provoke the emission of two or more electrons.
In reality, these two mechanisms, as ideally described above, can only roughly take place
due to the complex nature of the secondary emission phenomenon and due to asymmetries
appearing in realistic microwave cavities, too. Both topics of Secondary Electron Emission
and resonant motion are discussed in more detail in the following sections
2.3. Secondary Electron Emission
Secondary electron emission (SEE) refers to the phenomenon that takes place after an electron
impact on a surface, from which additional electrons are emitted [34]. The phenomenon has
been extensively studied theoretically [35{40], experimentally [41{45] and numerically [46{
48]. Secondary electron emission can be briey described as follows: when an electron bunch
impinges on a surface a portion of the electrons is elastically reected while the rest pene-
trates into the material. Some of these electrons scatter from atoms inside the material, are
reected back and nally are re-emitted from the surface. These are the so-called `rediused'
or `inelastically backscattered' electrons [3, 49]. The rest of the penetrated electrons interact
in a more complicated way with the material atoms and they can cause the excitation of other
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electrons, the so-called `secondary electrons' [49]. If these interactions take place close to the
surface some of the excited electrons are able to escape from the material and are emitted.
Of course, apart from these mechanisms, there is also the possibility that some electrons are
absorbed without causing any emission, a phenomenon that yields to the decrease of the free
electron population. The three mechanisms of emission, that is elastic and inelastic reection
as well as generation of true secondaries, are summarized in Fig. 2.2. Although backscattering
(elastic or inelastic) of electrons is in a strict sense not an emission of true secondaries but
only a re-emission of the primary electron, the term SEE is commonly used in a way that
implies all the mechanisms of emission. This convention is also followed in this thesis.
Primary Electrons
Elastically Reflected
Electrons
Rediffused Electrons
True Secondary
Electrons
Absorbed Electrons
No emission
Figure 2.2.: Emission mechanisms occuring after impact of an electron bunch impact on a surface.
2.3.1. Secondary Emission Yield
One of the most important aspects in SEE study is the secondary emission yield (SEY), also
known as secondary electron emission coecient (SEEC). Secondary emission yield represents
the average ratio between emitted and impacting electrons on a material surface. Fig. 2.3
depicts qualitatively a typical SEY as a function of the impact energy of the primary electron.
As it is shown, the three dierent emission mechanisms contribute to the total SEY in a
dierent way.
Starting the discussion with the total SEY curve, which presents the most practical impor-
tance, there are two crucial points of impact energy, E1 and E2, called the rst and the second
crossover point, respectively. For these two impact energies the total SEY equals 1, whereas
between them it is always greater than 1, something that means that the number of the emit-
ted electrons are in average larger than the number of primary electrons. This region is of
great importance in multipaction analysis since discharges imply multiplication of electrons
by secondary emission, that is collisions with impact energy, Eimp, such that E1 < Eimp < E2.
Between the two crossover points the total SEY curve reaches a maximum value max for a
corresponding impact energy Emax while outside this region it takes values less than unity.
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Figure 2.3.: A typical Secondary Emission Yield (SEY) curve as a function of the impact energy.
The total SEY results from the contribution of the true secondary, of the inelastically
backscattered and of the elastically reected electrons.
In order to better understand the behavior of the total SEY one should also examine
the contribution of the individual emission mechanisms. At very low impact energies the
secondary emission is mainly dominated by the elastic reection. In particular, a SEY close
to 1 implies that almost all the low energy electrons are reected back [50]. As the impact
energy increases, the other two emission mechanisms start to appear since some electrons
penetrate into the material. As it is shown, the generation of true secondaries becomes soon
the dominant emission mechanism, thus, making the total SEY follow a similar behavior. For
low energies, there is an absorption process because many of the penetrated electrons do not
have sucient energy in order to excite the emission of new electrons. However, a continuously
augmentative tendency is observed for the number of the emitted secondary electrons yielding
to a total SEY greater than 1 after the rst crossover point. This behavior continues until the
total SEY reaches a peak at Emax. After that, the total SEY decreases monotonously and at
the end it becomes less than unity after the second crossover point. This can be explained as
follows: since the impact energy is too high the primary electrons penetrate too fast deeply
into the material before they manage to transfer enough energy to potential secondaries close
to the surface. The secondaries are mainly generated far from the boundary and at the end
they do not manage to escape.
Apart from the impact energy, the SEY depends also on the incident angle of the primary
electron. It has been observed that the secondary yield can increase with oblique incident
angles, especially for high impact energies as Fig. 2.4 shows. The explanation comes from the
fact that in case of oblique incidence the penetration depth gets smaller allowing, thus, the
impact electrons to interact more with material atoms which are close to the surface [51].
Secondary emission also varies with regard to the material properties as well as to the
surface conditions like the `roughness'. In general, dielectric surfaces have higher values of
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Figure 2.4.: SEY curve as it was measured on a molybdenum sample for several incidence angles [51].
SEY than metallic ones. On the other hand, a rough surface yields to lower SEY since there is
an increased probability for an emitted electron to be immediately reabsorbed by a neighbor
peak of the rough surface. Moreover, the presence of contaminations, like dust, can also aect
the SEY behavior.
2.3.2. Emission Energy Distribution
Fig. 2.5 illustrates a representative example of the energy distribution curve (EDC) based on
measurement results [49]. As it is shown, the energy spectrum can be separated in three areas
which are related with the dierent emission mechanisms. The peak close to the same energy
as the primary energy EPE is due to the elastically reected electrons, which are emitted with
almost zero energy losses. Rediused electrons correspond to the mid-energy area. They lose
an amount of their impact energy that follows a quite uniform distribution. Finally, the true
secondary electrons are distributed in the low-energy area, around a peak that corresponds
to their most probable emission energy.
The above described behavior of the energy distribution has been also reported in other
studies [43, 52]. It is assumed to be similar (the shape of the spectrum) for relatively high
primary energies, greater than 100 eV. In general, the three secondary emission mechanisms
cause emission in dierent energy ranges. However, the ranges of the true secondaries and
the rediused electrons are not clearly separable since there is a smooth transition of the
curve between the corresponding areas. In fact, these two areas may be overlapped. However,
it is conventionally assumed that the energy range below 50 eV corresponds to the true
secondary electrons. It has been found that for high primary energies the true secondaries
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Figure 2.5.: A sample of the emission energy spectrum extracted from [49]. The primary energy is
EPE = 300eV. The areas that correspond to each emission mechanism are separated by
the red dashed lines.
energy distribution is independent of the impact energy whereas they achieve a peak at an
energy of a few eV (around 5 eV).
Now, it is worth to examine what happens at low impact energies. In fact, this is a subject
that has not been intensively studied since the very-low primary energies are dicult to
treat through experiments. Cimino et al performed measurements examining the behavior
of the EDC for very-low impact energies [50]. Fig. 2.6 presents results from their work for
four dierent cases with dierent primary energies. First, when the primary energy is high
(EPE = 112 eV), the spectrum has a form like the one previously described and the three areas
can be clearly distinguished. As it was expected, when the primary electron impacts with
lower energy the three areas are getting closer and at the end they are mutually overlapped.
The ranges of rediused and true secondary electrons cannot be separated any more, whereas
the peak due to the elastic reection becomes more and more intense. The last comes in
agreement with the SEY data in Fig. 2.3 where, as has been already mentioned, for very low
impact energies elastic backscattering dominates the secondary emission.
2.3.3. Angular Distribution of the Emitted Electrons
The true secondary electrons are emitted to all directions according to the cosine law [37],
which means that the emission angle is independent of the primary incident direction. The
cosine law implies that the secondary electrons are most probable to be emitted towards the
surface normal direction and almost impossible towards grazing angles, as Fig. 2.7 shows.
Regarding the elastically reected electrons, they can also be emitted to all directions. How-
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Figure 2.6.: Measured EDCs for dierent primary energies extracted from [50].
ever they have a more complicated angular distribution that is related with the impact angle.
In general, they prefer a mirror-like reection direction. Rediused electrons follow a similar
angular distribution as the elastically reected electrons.
Incident Electrons
True Secondary
Electrons
Figure 2.7.: Angular distribution of the true secondary electrons. The length of each arrow is pro-
portional to the number of the emitted electrons.
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2.4. Resonant Motion
As already mentioned, one of the two main mechanisms of multipacting is the resonant mo-
tion of the electrons which is responsible for sustaining the secondary emission process after
electron collisions against the device walls. In microwave components, the motion of the elec-
trons is forced by the applied, periodic, RF eld. However, a perfect periodic motion of the
electrons is impossible to occur in reality. In fact, it is the electron impacts on the device wall
that prevent a periodic motion. Due to the stochastic nature of the secondary emission phe-
nomenon, the secondary electrons are emitted with a random initial velocity following certain
energy spectrum and angular distributions, as described in the previous section. However,
despite the randomness of the emission velocities, the electrons tend to follow a resonant-like
motion due to a mechanism called `phase-focusing', as it will be discussed later.
2.4.1. Resonance Conditions
In order to study the conditions required for a resonant motion of electrons, a consideration
about the initial velocity of the emitted electrons has to be done. The most common ap-
proaches found in the literature are those ones of `constant-u' (or also referred to as `constant
velocity') [53] and of `constant-k' [15]. The `constant-k' approach considers a constant ra-
tio (k) between the primary and the secondary emission electron velocities. However, this
assumption lacks of a physical explanation, since the emission velocity of the secondary elec-
trons (true secondary electrons) is known to be highly independent from the impact velocity,
as discussed in 2.3.2. On the other hand, the constant-u approach assumes that the emitted
electrons leave always the surface with a constant velocity. Despite the poor statistical rep-
resentation of the emission energy spectrum, the constant-u approach is physically consistent
with the fact that the impact and emission velocities are almost uncorrelated. For this reason,
in this section, the secondary electrons are assumed to be emitted with constant energy.
Considering the basic example of parallel plates, the most obvious resonant condition states
that the electrons, driven by the electric eld, should traverse the gap in an odd number of
half RF cycles. This ensures that the emitted electrons on the opposite plate are subject
to the same conditions in reverse, since the RF eld changes polarity every half period.
Therefore, the electrons return back to the same electrode in a integer, odd, number of
periods, N = 1; 3; 5    . Each number N , i.e. the number of half-periods needed for the
electrons to traverse the plates gap, corresponds to a certain resonant motion which denes
the corresponding `multipactor order' or `multipaction mode', as will be discussed in the
next chapter. For the moment, let us use the terms `resonance-order' and `resonance-mode',
instead. Figure 2.8 shows some representative motions corresponding to dierent order of
resonance.
A resonance motion can be only achieved for certain parameters of dimensions (plates gap),
RF eld (amplitude and frequency) and initial emission velocity. Figure 2.9 depicts an example
about the conditions needed for the 1st order resonance. Then, if the resonant conditions are
satised, there is a favorable phase dierence between the emission time and the time that the
RF eld changes polarity for which the electrons follow a periodic motion. This can be clearly
seen in Fig. 2.8a where the electrons are emitted before the electric eld changes polarity
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Figure 2.8.: Periodic motions of electrons in parallel plates conguration: (a) 1st resonance order, (b)
3rd resonance order. The electrons are emitted with a time dierence res with respect
to the moment at which the electric eld changes polarity. i.e every half period. The
corresponding resonant phase is equal to 'res = !res, where ! is the angular frequency
of the applied RF eld.
with a negative time shift res. The corresponding phase shift is called `resonant phase'.
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Figure 2.9.: Conditions for achieving 1st resonance order in parallel-plates conguration. A constant
emission velocity equal to u0 = 4 eV is considered.
Up to now, the resonant conditions has been discussed under the assumption that the
electron motion is periodic and symmetric with respect to the parallel plates. However,
resonance can be achieved in a more general manner without the demand for symmetric
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motion. For instance, in the parallel plates conguration some additional resonant modes,
called `hybrid modes', have been identied [54]. These modes, correspond to periodic motions
under the condition that the two-way transit time of electrons must be an integer number of
RF cycles. i.e. 12 + 21 = kT where 12 and 21 are the one-way transit times and T the RF
period. Contrary to the classical symmetric modes, in the hybrid modes the transit times 12
and 21 can be dierent, describing, thus, a broader range of resonant manners. Apart from
parallel plates, resonance can also occur to more complex congurations with non-uniform
electric eld, that is the case commonly met in realistic microwave components. In such
cases, i.e. when the RF eld is non-uniform, a single-side resonant motion is also possible,
like the example depicted in Fig. 2.10.
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Figure 2.10.: Single side resonant motion in a coaxial cable. The following parameters are considered:
router=rinner = 5:3, V = 150 V and f = 65 GHz where rinner and router is the radius
of the inner and the outer conductor, respectively, V the gap voltage between the
conductors and f the frequency of the applied RF eld. A constant emission velocity
equal to u0 = 4 eV is considered.
2.4.2. Phase Focusing
In order an electron to follow a periodic motion, it must be emitted with the resonance phase,
as dened in the previous subsection. Due to the delays between the emission and the impact
of electrons and due to the spread in the initial velocities, the emitted electrons acquire a
phase error. However, due to a phase focusing mechanism this error may decrease as the
electron traverses the electrodes gap.
A qualitative insight about how the phase focusing mechanism acts on the electrons motion
is given through the two following examples, illustrated in Figs. 2.11 and 2.12. First, let us
assume that an electron is emitted with a phase error with respect to the resonant phase. As
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Fig. 2.11 depicts, the motion is very quickly synchronized with the electric eld, following,
thus, the exact resonant motion. As can be seen in Fig.2.11b, the phase converges very
fast to the resonant phase. The second example considers the more realistic case where
the emission velocity after each impact is random. For demonstration reasons, the emission
velocity is assumed to follow a normal distribution with a mean value equal to u0, i.e. the
constant initial velocity in the case of perfect resonant motion. As can be seen in Fig. 2.12a
the electrons follow a resonant-like motion, close to the motion expected by considering a
constant emission velocity. Regarding the phase at the impact events, it is oscillating around
the resonant phase, bounded within a certain phase range, as Fig. 2.12b illustrates.
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Figure 2.11.: Phase focusing mechanism when the electron is emitted with a initial phase error con-
sidering constant emission velocity: (a) electron motion, (b) phase error at the impact
events.
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Figure 2.12.: Phase focusing mechanism when the electron is emitted with a random initial velocity
that follows a normal distribution with  = u0 = 4 eV and  = 0:3 eV: (a) electron
motion, (b) phase error at the impact events.
Each resonant motion is characterized by a specic resonant phase and a corresponding
phase range, around the resonant phase, where the phase focusing mechanism can take place.
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Outside this range, which is called `phase-focusing range', the phase error grows after each
transit and the electrons tend to follow unstable trajectories. This results in impact events
with low impact energy and, consequently, in the absorption of the electrons. Under certain
conditions, the phase focusing range can be very small or even equal to zero. Under such
circumstances, although the resonant conditions are satised, multipacting cannot take place
in realistic conditions since the spread of the emission velocities leads to unstable motion of
electrons.
2.5. Saturation
In a microwave component, once the conditions are favorable to the multipacting process,
the multipactor discharge may start, resulting in a rapid increase of electron population.
Since the growth is, typically, exponential, due to the resonant motion of electrons and the
multiplication process of secondary emission, the number of electrons reach high values after
few RF cycles. However, there are physical mechanisms that act against multipacting and
prevent an innite growth of electron population. These mechanisms, referred to as `saturation
mechanisms', act like a feedback in a control system and keep the electron population, almost,
constant to a saturation level. So far, two main saturation mechanisms have been described
in the literature: the space charge eect [33] and the detuning of resonant cavities [55].
The space charge eect involves two mechanisms which can aect the motion of electrons:
rst, the mutual interaction between the electrons, through the Coulomb force, and, second,
the interaction between the electrons and the induced charges on the devices walls. As the
electrons approach each other they tend to repel due to the coulombian eld. In the early
stage of the discharge this repulsion does not aect the multipactor process. The reason is
that the coulombian eld is much smaller than the applied RF eld, since the electron density
is low. However, as the population increases, the mutual repulsion between electrons becomes
more intense, aecting the electron dynamics. In addition to this, the electrons tend to be
attracted towards the device walls by the charges induced on them or equivalently, by their
image charges. At the end, the electrons acquire a signicant phase error which cannot be
compensated by the phase-focusing mechanism. Consequently, some of them are absorbed on
the device walls and the population reaches a equilibrium steady state.
Detuning can be an alternative saturation process in cavity resonators with high quality
factor (Q-factor) [55]. Due to high Q-values, the electric eld amplitude is high and a multi-
pactor discharge is likely to occur. Then, the moving electrons induce a wall current which in
turn loads the resonator. This means that the cavity will be detuned and, consequently, the
electric eld strength will decrease. By this way, the multipacting process is self-suppressed
and the electron population reaches a steady state. Both detuning and space charge eects
can simultaneously take place in a cavity. However, for high Q-values detuning becomes the
dominant saturation mechanism, as reported in [55].
In addition to the above mentioned mechanisms, another physical process may aect the
long-term evolution of multipactor in structures with dielectric surfaces. In particular, any
dielectric surface is charged positively after the emission of secondary electrons. In case of a
multipactor discharge, this yields an electric eld which can, signicantly, disturb the resonant
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motion of electrons. Contrary to the previously described saturation mechanisms, this process
depends on the impact events on the dielectric surfaces and not on the electron cloud density.
The following particular process may arise: the electrons are attracted on a dielectric surface,
due to the positive surface charge, and provoke secondary emission on it. On the other hand,
due to this attraction, the electrons may impact on other, metallic surfaces with low energy
and, consequently, be absorbed. If the absorption rate is more intense than the rate of the
secondary emission the whole process yields in a decrease of the electron population. As
reported in some works [31, 32], under these circumstances, the electron cloud may disappear
while the dielectric surface remains charged.
2.6. Summary
This chapter reviewed the physics of multipactor discharge. The two major mechanisms re-
sponsible for multipacting, namely the secondary emission and the resonant motion of the
electrons, have been described in detail. In addition, saturation mechanisms have also been
introduced providing a global overview of the long-term multipactor evolution. The chap-
ter serves a solid theoretical background of multipactor required before continuing with the
modeling of the phenomenon in the next chapters.

3. The Single Electron Model
3.1. Introduction
The `single electron model', or also referred to as the `mono-energetic model', has been widely
used in early studies of multipactor discharge in order to understand the physical mechanisms
of the phenomenon as well as to establish the basic multipaction theory. The model originates
from the study of multipactor in the case of two innite parallel plates. As revealed by the term
`mono-energetic', the model is based on the assumption that the electrons move simultaneously
between the plates, all with the same speed. As a consequence, they compose an innitely
thin sheet which can be represented by a single, eective, electron.
The single electron approach simplies notably the analysis of multipaction in innite par-
allel plates. Although such a conguration is met approximately only in few realistic appli-
cations, it attracts intense interest, especially for theoretical studies of the discharge. What
makes it appealing is the fact that the electron motion can be expressed in analytical form.
By applying the single electron approach, closed analytical formulas can be derived regard-
ing the conditions required for multipacting. Moreover, the single electron analysis provides
a physical insight into the multipactor phenomenon through, for instance, the study of the
resonant modes or the phase focusing mechanism.
Apart from theoretical studies, the single electron model presents signicant interest from
a practical point of view, too. Through the well-known multipactor chart, one can get an
overview about the operation zones in which a microwave component is susceptible to mul-
tipactor discharge. The single electron model can be applied as a rst approach in order to
rapidly obtain the multipactor chart which can be used as an engineering tool for designing
components that locally resemble the parallel plates conguration, e.g. a rectangular wa-
veguide with small height to width ratio. Several studies have been performed on deriving
analytically the susceptibility zones for the case of parallel plates. Indeed, some of them [17]
have been used as a basis for deriving standardization for multipactor avoidance [2].
In addition to the parallel plates problem, the applicability of the single electron approach
can be extended to any other conguration that, fairly, resembles a 1D geometry. Such an
example is the coaxial line. Considering the fundamental TEM mode, the electric eld is
unidirectional, radially distributed with azimuthal symmetry. Therefore, the electrons can
be assumed that travel towards the radial direction, composing a cylindrical sheet which
oscillates between the inner and the outer conductor. Contrary to the parallel plates case, the
electric eld is not uniform, regarding the radial coordinate, and the electron motion cannot be
expressed in an analytical, closed form. Under some approximations, some authors performed
qualitative studies on multipaction in coaxial lines by applying the single electron model [56].
However, in order to derive closed, quasi-analytical expressions, their work is limited by the
assumption that the secondary electrons are emitted with zero energy which is in contrast to
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the experimental data related with the secondary emission spectrum, as discussed in 2.3.2.
To the author's best knowledge, there are no other works that apply the single electron model
further to the classical parallel plates conguration.
Here, a generalized method which extends the applicability of the single electron approach
to any 1D conguration is presented. The electron motion is eciently evaluated by a nu-
merical integrator able to account for any 1D electric eld distribution. Apart from the
parallel plates case, by applying the proposed numerical technique the multipactor chart can
be rapidly derived for coaxial lines taking into account the exact, analytic eld distribution.
Moreover, multipactor studies can be performed even for more complex geometries, which
locally resemble 1D congurations, using realistic eld distributions as obtained by full wave
analysis.
3.2. Model Assumptions and Applicability
As mentioned before, the single electron model originates from multipactor studies in the case
of parallel plates. The basic principle behind the model is that the electrons are all travelling
with the same speed, composing, thus, an innitely thin electron sheet between the plates.
This, mainly, entails two assumptions. First, the electrons are all moving in one direction,
meaning that they are forced by a unidirectional RF electric eld. Second, the secondary
electrons are all emitted with the same energy, towards the normal direction with respect to
the surface.
Both assumptions can be fairly considered valid for the case of a multipactor discharge in
innite parallel plates. In particular, considering the fundamental TEMmode, the electric eld
is unidirectional and normal to the surfaces, forcing, thus, the electrons to follow a 1D motion.
Even if the secondary electrons are emitted in a direction, slightly, dierent to the normal
one their motion is aligned with the 1D electric eld. On the other hand, despite the spread
of the initial velocities, the secondary electrons tend to converge to resonant motions with
xed (monoenergetic) emission velocity due to the phase focusing mechanism, as described in
Chapter 2.
Due to its 1D monoenergetic nature, the single electron model neglects the magnetic eld
force as well as the mutual repulsion between the electrons, two mechanisms that could po-
tentially aect the electron motion. As a rst approach, the eect of the magnetic eld
can be neglected by assuming that the velocity of electrons is much lower than the speed of
light. If this happens, which is the most likely case in multipactor regimes, the motion of
the electrons is extensively dominated by the electric eld force and, therefore, the eect of
the magnetic eld is almost negligible. On the other hand, the space charge that includes
the mutual repulsion between electrons starts to aect the multipactor evolution when the
population approaches the saturation stage. Hence, focusing only on the beginning or onset
of the multipacting process (electron avalanche/no electron avalanche), the space charge can
be safely omitted in the analysis of the breakdown.
Appart from the parallel plates, the conditions assumed in the single electron model are
also met in other, more realistic structures with a unidirectional-like electric eld. Such cases
include rectangular structures, like waveguides and lters, with a small height to width ratio.
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Considering the fundamental mode, the electric eld in the central area of the rectangular
cavity resembles the one of the parallel plates. Since the electric eld is stronger in the
central area, the discharge is most probable to occur there and, hence, a local 1D multipactor
analysis can be performed as a rst approximation. The single electron model can be applied
in geometries with cylindrical symmetry, too. Apart from the case of an innite coaxial line,
more complex cylindrical structures can be approached with the monoenergetic model. For
instance, in SMA connectors various gaps often appear with azimuthal symmetry. In such
cases, the single electron model can be used as a rst approach to locally study multipaction
in the central parts of these gaps [57].
3.3. Theoretical Analysis
Considering the fundamental conguration of parallel plates, a theoretical multipactor analysis
can be performed based on the monoenergetic model. As mentioned in Section 2.4.1, two
approaches regarding the emission velocity have been mainly applied so far: the constant-
k and the constant-u approach. Using the constant-u approach, which is physically more
consistent with the fact that the emission and impact velocities are almost uncorrelated, a
quasi-analytical study of multipactor is next presented. The analysis is based on the classical
multipactor theory which considers two required conditions for multipacting: a) resonant
motion of electrons and b) sucient impact energy which results in SEY higher than unity.
The conguration under study is depicted in Fig. 3.1.
z
xy
electron sheet
z z¢=
z h=
0z =
rf
V
Figure 3.1.: Conguration under study: two innite parallel plates are considered, lying on xy plane.
An external alternating voltage Vrf is applied between the plates. The single electron
model is assumed: the electrons move in z direction, normally to the plates, all with the
same speed, composing an innite electron sheet.
Assuming a harmonic excitation Vrf = V sin (!t), the electric eld between the plates is
expressed as follow
E =
V
h
sin (!t) z^; (3.1)
where h is the distance between the plates and V the peak value of the applied RF voltage.
Then, the electrons are accelerated and move between the plates due to the Lorentz force.
Let us assume that an electron is emitted from the bottom plate (z = 0) at the time t = t0
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with an initial velocity u0, normal to the surface. Then, its motion, in terms of velocity and
position, is described by the following formulas
u (t) =   eV
mh!
cos!t+ C1 (3.2a)
and
z0 (t) =   eV
mh!2
sin!t+ C1t+ C2; (3.2b)
where u and z0 are the electron velocity and position, respectively, m the electron mass and
e the charge of an electron. The coecients C1 and C2 depend on the initial conditions and
are given by the following expressions
C1 =
eV
mh!
cos a0 + u0 (3.3a)
and
C2 =
eV
mh!2
sin a0  

eV
mh!2
cos a0 +
u0
!

a0; (3.3b)
where a0 = !t0 is the so-called initial phase of the emitted electron.
3.3.1. Resonance condition
In order to investigate the conditions needed for a multipacting process, let us start by studying
the resonance of the electron motion. Since parallel plates is a geometrically symmetric
structure, the most obvious resonant manner states as follows: the electrons traverse the gap
in an odd number of RF cycles. This guarantees that the emitted electrons on the opposite
plate are subject to the same initial conditions in reverse and, therefore, a resonant motion is
achieved. Such a resonance implies the following condition,
z0 (timp;res) = h; (3.4a)
!timp;res = a0 +N; (3.4b)
where N is an odd number. Substituting Eqs. (3.4) into Eq. (3.2b) the following expression
is obtained for the applied peak voltage
Vres =
m!h
e
q
(N)2 + 4
(!h Nu0)
sin (a0;res + )
; (3.5)
where  = tan 1 (N/2). Taking into account that jsin (a0;res + )j  1, the minimum gap
voltage required for a resonant motion is
Vres;min =
m!h (!h Nu0)eq(N)2 + 4
 : (3.6)
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Equation (3.5) can be interpreted as follows: considering a certain frequency-gap product,
fh, and an applied gap voltage V  Vres;min there are two dierent ways that an electron can
reach the opposite plate after an odd number of half RF cycles. These two ways correspond
to two dierent initial phases, a
(1)
0;res, a
(2)
0;res, which can be found by solving Eq. (3.5) in terms
of a0;res as following
a
(1)
0;res = 2 + sin
 1 (C3)  ; (3.7a)
a
(2)
0;res =    sin 1 (C3)  ; (3.7b)
where C3 =
m!h(!h Nu0)
eVres
p
(N)2+4
: 
Up to now, the condition forced for achieving resonance, as described by Eqs. (3.5) and
(3.6), does not consider the presence of the two parallel plates. As Fig. 3.2 illustrates, an
electron may hit one of the two surfaces before it theoretically reaches the opposite plate at
t = timp;res. In order to ensure that there is no impact on the walls before the predicted time
timp;res two additional conditions have to be imposed. The rst is related with those cases that
the electrons are emitted before the electric eld reverses, retarded by the eld and nally
return to the wall of emission due to low velocity or due to strong retarding electric eld, as
the example depicted in Fig. 3.2a. The condition required in order to exclude such cases is
described by the following set of equations:
u (tzero) = 0; (3.8a)
_u (tzero) > 0; (3.8b)
z0 (tzero)  0; (3.8c)
where tzero 2 (t0; timp;res) in terms of t, can be found by imposing the velocity equal to zero
in Eq. (3.2a). Similarly, the condition required to ensure that the emitted electrons do not
hit the opposite plate prior to the expected impact time timp;res can be expressed as follow:
u (tzero) = 0; (3.9a)
_u (tzero) < 0; (3.9b)
z0 (tzero)  d: (3.9c)
Let us call the two conditions, described by Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9), as the `non-returning' and
the `non-advanced impact' conditions, respectively.
In order to ensure resonance, the non-returning and the non-advanced impact conditions
should be both satised for, at least, one of the initial resonant phases a
(1)
0;res and a
(2)
0;res. The
systems of Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9) can not be analytically solved and a numerical treatment is
needed. It can be shown that the maximum voltage for which a resonance can occur, Vres;max,
is determined by the non-returning limit which is the solution of equation system (3.8) by
Considering !h > Nu0, which states for the most practical cases, both a
(1)
0;res and a
(2)
0;res, as expressed in Eq.
(3.7), belong to [0; 2] since C3 < 0 and, consequently, sin
 1 (C3) 2 [ /2; 0). If !h < Nu0, then, the
phase a
(1)
0;res can be expressed as a
(1)
0;res = sin
 1 (C3)   so that both a(1)0;res and a(2)0;res 2 [0; 2]
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forcing equality in Eq. (3.8c). For gap voltages higher than Vres;max, the retarding eld is
strong enough as to force the electrons to return to the wall of emission after a short lapse of
time.
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Figure 3.2.: Theoretical resonant motion without considering the presence of the plates. a) The
electron returns back to the initial plate before it reaches the opposite one. b) Advanced
impact on the opposite plate before the predicted impact at timp;res.
3.3.2. Secondary Emission condition
In addition to resonance, multipacting also implies that the electrons hit the walls with su-
cient energy in order to result in SEY values higher than unity. This requires that the impact
velocity of the resonant electrons, uimp, has to be between the rst and the second crossover
points of the SEY curve, namely u1 and u2. Let us call this condition as the `secondary
emission condition', expressed by the following equation
u1  uimp  u2: (3.10)
In order to draw the multipactor susceptibility zones, we have to transform the above
condition for impact velocity into a condition for the applied gap voltage. Substituting Eq.
(3.4b) in Eq. (3.2a), yields
uimp =
2eVres
m!h
cos a0;res + u0: (3.11)
Then, by solving Eq. (3.11) in terms of the initial resonance phase, a0;res, and substituting it
in Eq. (3.5) one can nd the voltage required so that a resonant electron hits the opposite
wall with uimp [58],
Vres;uimp =  
m!h
2e
s
(N)2 + 4
4
2u  N (!h Nu0)u + (!h Nu0)2 (3.12)
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where u = uimp   u0. An interpretation of Eq. (3.12) is given in Fig. 3.3. As expected, the
Vres;uimp is always above the minimum limit Vres;min since Eq. (3.12) incorporates resonance.
However, for each curve, corresponding to dierent impact velocities, there is a crucial point
where Vres;uimp becomes equal to Vres;min, as depicted in Fig. 3.3 with the points A and B.
Using Eqs. (3.12) and (3.6) it can be shown that Vres;uimp and Vres;min coincide for
(fh)c =
 
N22 + 4

(uimp   u0)
4N2
+
Nu0
2
: (3.13)
From Eq. (3.13), it can be obviously derived that as the impact velocity increases the
corresponding (fh)c increases, too. If (fh)c;1  fh  (fh)c;2, where (fh)c;1 and (fh)c;2
correspond to u1 and u2, respectively, there is always a point on the minimum resonant limit
curve that corresponds to impact velocity, uimp, such that u1  uimp  u2. Therefore, between
(fh)c;1 and (fh)c;2 the lower multipactor threshold is determined by the minimum resonant
limit, Vres;min. For fh < (fh)c;1 the secondary emission condition in no more satised on the
minimum resonant limit and it is the Vres;u1 that determines the multipactor threshold, where
Vres;u1 is given by Eq. (3.12) for uimp = u1. On the other hand, for the upper multipactor
threshold the voltage limit Vres;u2 that corresponds to the second crossover SEY point has to
be take in into account. At the end the secondary emission condition, as described by Eq.
(3.10) can be expressed in terms of gap voltage V as follows:
V  Vres;u1 ; 8 fh  (fh)c;1; (3.14a)
V  Vres;u2 ; 8 fh  (fh)c;2: (3.14b)
3.3.3. Stability Condition
Up to now, only the conditions for resonance and secondary emission have been considered
in the above analysis. However, as discussed in Section 2.4.2, it is possible that an initial
phase results in an unstable resonant motion. This means that if the secondary electrons are
emitted with a small phase error with regard to the resonance phase, e.g. due to random
emission velocity, they do not converge to the expected resonant motion. As a result, the
electrons will follow a random-like motion and they will, most likely, be lost due to impacts
with low velocities. In order to study whether a resonance phase is stable or not a stability
factor, G, is introduced
G =
a00   a0;res
a0   a0;res ; (3.15)
where a0 is the emission phase, a
0
0 the emission phase after the impact on the opposite plate
and a0;res the examined resonant phase as dened in Eq. (3.4). As Eq. (3.15) describes, the
stability factor represents the ratio between the initial and the nal phase error. Then, the
condition required for a stable resonant motion is posed as
jGj < 1; (3.16)
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Figure 3.3.: Solid lines: Gap voltage required so that the resonant electrons hit the opposite plate
with a certain impact energy. The dashed line corresponds to the minimum possible gap
voltage needed for resonant motion, i.e. Vres;min as given in Eq. (3.6). The 1
st resonance
mode is considered. The emission velocity is u0 = 4eV
which ensures that the phase error decreases after every impact and, consequently, the launch
phase converges to the resonant phase. Following the stability analysis presented in [59] one
can derive the range of initial phases that satisfy the stability condition as
'l  a0;res  'u (3.17)
where
'l =

2
+ tan 1

N
2

uimp   u0
uimp + u0

(3.18a)
and
'u =
3
2
  tan 1

N
2

: (3.18b)
Next, let us study the stability condition assuming that
!h > Nu0 (3.19)
which holds for the most of the cases of practical interest since multipactor typically occurs for
frequency-gap products higher than Nu0, as will be shown later. A graphical representation
of the stability condition is given in Fig. 3.4.
Considering Eq. (3.19), the upper limit 'u coincides with the initial phase required for
resonant motion with the minimum possible voltage Vres;min. Indeed, according to Eqs. (3.6)
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and (3.7), when Vres = Vres;min both initial resonance phases a
(1)
0;res and a
(2)
0;res are equal to
3
2    = 32   tan 1
 
N
2

= 'u. Applying a, slightly, higher gap voltage, V > Vres;min, the
two resonance phases start diverging from the phase 'u. In particular, a
(2)
0;res moves towards
lower angles, thus, remaining in the valid stability range, while a
(1)
0;res exceeds the upper limit
'u resulting in non-stable resonant motion. As can be seen in Fig. 3.4, the resonant phase
a
(1)
0;res moves completely out of the valid stability area, resulting in non-stable resonant motions.
Therefore, in the remainder we focus only on the resonance phase a
(2)
0;res.
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Figure 3.4.: Range of stable resonance phases according to Eq. (3.16). Stability is assured in the grey
area, i.e. in the range ['l;max; 'u]. Stability is possible under conditions in the white area
i.e. in the range ['l;min; 'l;max], while stability is impossibe in the remaining, shadowed
area. The phase range of the resonance phases a
(1)
0;res and a
(2)
0;res are also depicted, under
the assumption !h > Nu0. The arrows show the trend of a
(1)
0;res, a
(2)
0;res and 'l as the
applied gap voltage increases.
As the applied voltage increases, the impact velocity increases, too. As a consequence, the
'l moves towards higher angles approaching the limit 'l;max which is the maximum value
that the lower limit 'l can get. On the other hand, the resonance phase a
(2)
0;res moves towards
the opposite direction converging to     which is the limit value it can theoretically get for
Vres ! 1 (see Eq. (3.7b)). It is obvious that there exists a voltage level, Vst;max, for which
a
(2)
0;res and 'l meet in the phase interval (   ; 'l;max). Then, Vst;max denes the voltage limit
for stability and can be found by solving the following equation
a
(2)
0;res (Vres) = 'l (Vres) (3.20)
in terms of Vres, where a
(2)
0;res (Vres) and 'l (Vres) are given by Eqs. (3.7b) and (3.18a), respec-
tively.
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3.3.4. Multipactor Chart
So far, we have dened the appropriate conditions required for multipacting. By imposing
them, we can plot the multipactor chart which depicts the operation zones susceptible to
multipactor eect, in terms of the applied voltage and frequency-gap product. First, let
us discuss the conditions that determine the lower and the upper multipactor threshold of
susceptibility zones through an example considering the 1st resonance mode, as illustrated in
Fig. 3.5.
As Fig. 3.5a depicts, the lower threshold is formed by the following two limits: rst,
the minimum resonance limit that is the minimum voltage required for resonant motion, and,
second, the lower secondary emission limit which ensures impact velocities higher than the rst
SEY crossover point. Two distinguished areas, below and above (fh)c;1, are observed, where
the threshold follows dierent trends. Starting with low values of frequency-gap product, it
can be seen that the minimum resonant limit is notably low, meaning that the electrons are
able to achieve resonant motion with low electric eld amplitude. However, they do not acquire
sucient energy in order to provoke the emission of new electrons until the voltage overcomes
the secondary emission limit. Therefore, for small frequency-gap products the threshold is
determined by the secondary emission condition. As fh increases, the two limits approach
each other and, nally, they meet at a point corresponding to fh = (fh)c;1. Above this point,
it can be provedy that the contour of uimp = u1 (dashed line with crosses) corresponds to
unstable resonant phases. On the other hand, as described in Section 3.3.2, for fh  (fh)c;1
the minimum resonance limit corresponds to resonant motions with impact velocities higher
than the rst SEY crossover point, satisfying, thus, the required multipacting conditions.
Therefore, it is the minimum resonance limit that determines the multipactor threshold for
frequency-gap products higher than (fh)c;1.
Regarding the upper multipactor threshold, it is determined by three conditions, namely
stability, non-returning and secondary emission, as illustrated in Fig 3.5b. For low frequency-
gap products, it is the stability condition that is more restrictive. As fh increases, there
is a point where the stability limit crosses the non-returning one. Above it, the threshold
is determined by the non-returning limit as long as the upper secondary emission limit is
satised. Then, the electric eld is strong enough to provoke impact velocities higher than
the second SEY crossover point, resulting in absorption of electrons. Therefore, multipaction
is restricted for high voltages by the secondary emission condition. Similarly to the case of
lower threshold, there is a crucial point, corresponding to fh = (fh)c;2, where the secondary
emission limit touches the minimum resonance limit. Above this point there can not exist
stable resonant motions with impact velocity lower u2. Therefore, the upper multipactor
threshold is limited to fh  (fh)c;2.
The area enclosed between the lower and the upper multipactor threshold, i.e. between the
grey and the black solid lines in Fig. 3.5b, denes the susceptibility zone of the corresponding
yEquation (3.12) can be reformulated as 2eVres;imp/m!h =  y where y is equal to the square root of the right
hand side. Then, substituting 2eVres;imp/m!h, Eq. (3.10) can be rewritten as cos a0;res =  (uimp   u0)/y.
As fh is getting higher, y increases too (see Eq. (3.12) for constant u). For fh = (fh)c;1, 0;res = 3/2 ,
as discussed in Section 3.3.3. Therefore, for fh  (fh)c;1, y increases, a0;res decreases and, consequently, it
enters to the non-stability area, as illustrated in Fig. 3.4.
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(a) Conditions that determine the lower multipactor threshold. The value (fh)c;1 corresponds to the
crucial frequency-gap product, as given in Eq. (3.13), for impact velocity equal to the rst SEY
crossover point, u1.
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(b) Conditions that determine the upper multipactor threshold. The value (fh)c;2 corresponds to the
crucial frequency-gap product, as given in Eq. (3.13), for impact velocity equal to the second SEY
crossover point, u2. For comparison purposes the lower multipactor threshold of Fig. 3.5a has
been added (grey line).
Figure 3.5.: a) Lower and b) upper multipactor threshold for the 1st multipactor mode. The param-
eters are: u0 = 3:68eV, u1 = 30eV and u2 = 1000eV.
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resonance mode. Table 3.1 summarizes the conditions that have been imposed in order to
obtain the multipactor thresholds. Similarly, we can enforce the same conditions in order to
derive the susceptibility zones for higher resonance modes, too.
Figure 3.6 depicts the multipactor chart for the same parameters as in Fig. 3.5, taking into
account the rst four resonance modes. As can been seen, by increasing the order of the mode
the stability condition becomes more restrictive resulting in very narrow susceptibility zones.
This trend can be qualitatively explained through the diagram of Fig. 3.4 as following: As
the order N increases, the angle  increases, too, since  = tan 1 (N/2) and consequently,
the grey area in Fig. 3.4 that approximately denes the phase range of stability is getting
signicantly narrower.
In Section 3.3.1 we saw that for a certain mode there are two ways, for achieving a resonant
motion, corresponding to two dierent initial phases. Here, through the multipactor chart,
we notice that dierent resonance modes may overlap, e.g. modes corresponding to N = 3
and N = 5. This means that there may exist even more than two ways, corresponding to
dierent resonance modes, that an electron achieves resonant motion. However, by imposing
the stability condition, the zones are clearly separated, meaning that for certain operational
parameters (V , fh) there exists a unique manner to achieve a stable resonant motion.
3.4. Generalized Single Electron Model
The theoretical analysis described in the previous Section can provide a rst, qualitative
insight into the multipacting process. However, it is limited to parallel plates structures as
well as to certain multipacting manners, like the fundamental, odd-order, resonance modes.
Here, we present a generalized single electron model able to extent the multipactor analysis
to any 1D conguration. The model is based on a numerical tracker able to analyze the
electron dynamics under arbitrary unidirectional electric elds. Dierent secondary emission
properties can be considered for the walls of the structure under study, allowing the analysis
of any metal-metal, metal-dielectric or dielectric-dielectric conguration. Furthermore, by
Condition Expression Equation
Resonance, lower limit V  Vres;min Eq. (3.6)
Non-returning limit V  Vres;max Eq. (3.8)
Secondary emission, lower limit V  Vres;u1 ; 8fh  (fh)c;1 Eq.(3.14a), Eq. (3.12),Eq. (3.13)
Secondary emission, upper limit V  Vres;u2 ; 8fh  (fh)c;2 Eq.(3.14b), Eq. (3.12),Eq. (3.13)
Stability limit V  Vst;max Eq. (3.20)
Table 3.1.: Multipacting Conditions.
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Figure 3.6.: Multipactor chart using the same parameters as in Figs. 3.5a and 3.5b. The rst four,
odd-order, resonance modes are considered. The zones delimited by solid lines indicate
the areas within which phase-focusing is active (stable resonance). The dashed lines
represent zones without considering the stability condition (unstable phases are also
included).
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applying realistic SEY models, the eect of the elastically reected electrons, for low impact
energies, can be taken into account as well. In the following numerical analysis, z coordinate
is considered to be the direction of the unidirectional eld.
3.4.1. Algorithm
The analysis starts by placing an eective electron in an arbitrary position, z0, between the
walls of the examined conguration, with a random initial velocity v0. The eective electron
represents the total electron population according to the single electron model. Let us assume
that the initial number of electrons is Ne;0. Then, taking into account the Lorentz force, the
electron position is tracked by solving the equation of motion,
d2z
dt2
=
e
m
E (z; t) ; (3.21)
where E (z; t) is the electric eld along the examined 1D direction. In order to consider
arbitrary eld distributions, Eq. (3.21) is numerically solved by using a 4th order Runge-
Kutta dierential scheme. More details about the numerical solver are given in the next
Chapter for the more general, 3D case. When the tracker identies a collision to any of the
surfaces, a secondary emission model (SEM) is applied in order to update the state of the
eective electron, that is the velocity and the electron population. Since the analysis is based
on the monoenergetic approach, after an impact the eective electron is emitted with a xed
velocity, u0, which can be dierent for the two considered surfaces. On the other hand, a
secondary emission yield (SEY) model is used in order to estimate the electron population
after impacts as follows:
N ie = 
 
uiimp

N i 1e ; (3.22)
where uiimp is the impact velocity at the i
th impact, 

uiimp

the corresponding SEY value,
N ie and N
i 1
e the number of electrons before and after the impact, respectively.
The above procedure continues until a preselected time period, tf , is reached. Depending
on the trend of the electron population it can be estimated if multipactor discharge is likely
to occur or not. As a gure of merit, we introduce an exponential coecient a assuming that
the number of electrons is expressed as follows:
Ne (t) = 10
at: (3.23)
Then, if Ne;f is the number of electrons at time t = tf the coecient a yields
a =
log10Ne;f   log10Ne;0
tf   t0 : (3.24)
By Eq. 3.23, it can be seen that the coecient a expresses the rate of growth or decrease in
case the discharge takes place or not, respectively. A multipactor criterion can be set as a > 0
since an increase of the electron population is, then, predicted.
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u1 (eV) umax (eV) max u2 (eV) "0;elast
Silver [2, 3] 30 165 2.22 1395 0.5
Copper [2, 3] 25 175 2.25 2940 0.5
Alodine [2, 3] 41 180 1.83 1455 0.5
Gold [3, 60] 25 288 2.56 5000 0.5
Table 3.2.: SEY properties for dierent materials applying SEY model of [3]
Simulation Parameters
In the following simulations the SEY model of Lara et. al [3] has been used. This model has
been preferred among others since it takes into account both reected and secondary emitted
electrons as shown in Fig. 3.7. Table 3.2 summarizes the SEY properties of the materials
used in the following examples. After impact events, the eective electron is emitted with an
initial velocity u0 = 3:68 eV. High accuracy of the electron motion is ensured by a suciently
small time step in the Runge-Kutta integrator, equal to T=1000 where T is the period of
the applied RF eld. A preselected time period tf = 200 T is considered for nishing the
algorithm process. By performing several simulations with higher tf it has been shown that
200 periods are sucient to obtain a clear view regarding the multipactor evolution.
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Figure 3.7.: Qualitative representation of the applied SEY model [3]. The SEY function (solid black
line) considers additively all the secondary emission mechanisms.
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3.4.2. Multipactor Chart Representation
Before continuing with numerical results, let us, rst, discuss how the multipactor chart can
be represented. Figure 3.8 depicts four dierent representations of the multipactor chart as
obtained by the proposed technique.
The most straightforward way of representation is to depict the multipactor threshold,
similarly to the chart of Fig. 3.6. In the case of the applied numerical model the multipactor
threshold can be identied by the following condition
log10

Ne;f
Ne;0

 0; (3.25)
which implies an increase of the electron population. However, in this way all the information
regarding the growth rate of electron population is omitted.
Looking for a way to illustrate high and low risk areas, i.e. zones where multipaction is more
or less likely to occur, we could exploit the estimated number of electrons, Ne, as given in Eq.
(3.22). Since saturation is not taken into account, the population, Ne, grows continuously
and exponentially yielding huge, unrealistic, values. Instead, we could introduce a coecient
aT expressing the multipacting rate per period as follows
Ne (n) = 10
aTn; (3.26)
where Ne (n) is the electron population after n periods. Then, one could expect that the
discharge is more likely to occur in areas with higher aT, i.e. areas with intense color in Fig.
3.8b. However, this representation underestimates the zones that correspond to high order
multipactor modes. As the resonance order increases the coecient aT decreases due to the
fact that less impact events occur per RF period, meaning that the phenomenon evolves after
more periods. This trend, however, is not directly related with the likelihood of the breakdown
to take place which is more connected with the impact energy of the collided electrons on the
boundaries.
In order to consider more fairly the high order multipactor modes we can, alternatively,
study how intense the secondary emission is after impact events. To this purpose, we introduce
an eective secondary emission yield, e , given by the geometric mean value of the SEY at
impact events
e =
 
12    Nimp
 1
Nimp ; (3.27)
where i corresponds to the i
th impact and Nimp is the corresponding number of impacts. By
its denition, the eective coecient e expresses in a mean way the intensity of the secondary
emission mechanism after impacts, providing, thus, a representative gure of likelihood the
discharge to occur.
Finally, Fig. 3.8d illustrates a way to represent how fast the phenomenon is estimated to
evolve by using the rate coecient a dened in Eq. (3.24). Comparing to the coecient aT
represented in the chart of Fig. 3.8b, a provides a gure of growth in absolute time and not
normalized to the RF period time as in the case of aT. This measure can be fruitfully used in
saturation studies as a rst estimation of the time the phenomenon takes to reach the steady
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Figure 3.8.: Dierent representations of multipactor chart. a) Multipactor threshold. b ) Multipact-
ing rate per period expressed by exponential coecient aT as given in Eq. (3.26). c)
Geometric mean value of SEY at impacts. d) Multipacting rate expressed by exponential
coecient a as given in Eq. (3.23). The color scale is linear in all cases. Results have
been obtained by considering SEY properties of silver. For the studied case the maxi-
mum values in the charts b), c) and d) are aT;max = 0:8, max = 2:22 and amax = 2 ps
 1,
respectively.
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state.
3.4.3. Validation
First, the validity of the proposed numerical method has been tested through comparisons
with the theoretical analysis as presented in Section 3.3. Figure 3.9 illustrates representative
results regarding the multipactor threshold in parallel plates structures. As can be seen, all
the fundamental multipactor modes, as set in theoretical analysis, are clearly identied by the
proposed numerical approach. Nice agreement is noticed for the lower multipactor threshold,
especially for low gap voltages. As the gap voltage increases, the numerical analysis predicts
broader susceptibility zones compared to the ones obtained by theory. This is due to the
generalized nature of the numerical approach that incorporates any manner which can lead
to multipacting in addition to the fundamental multipactor modes.
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Figure 3.9.: Multipactor zones in parallel plates considering SEY parameters of silver.
Figure 3.10 depicts two representative cases where multipacting occurs in regions out of
the classical multipactor zones as dened by the theoretical analysis. As observed, there exist
hybrid resonance modes, as the one in Fig. 3.10b where periodicity is achieved after several
subsequent impacts. Furthermore, multipacting can occur even if perfect periodicity is not
achieved, as in Fig. 3.10a. In the depicted case, the electrons follow a 3rd order resonant-like
motion resulting in an electron population growth similarly to the classical 3rd multipactor
mode.
In order to further validate the proposed technique, we have compared it with experimen-
tal and numerical results in two examples studying multipaction in coaxial lines. First, we
have considered a coaxial cable, made of copper electrodes, with a characteristic impedance
equal to Z = 50 
. Figure 3.11a depicts the corresponding multipactor chart, as obtained
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Figure 3.10.: Electron motion corresponding to points A and B of Fig. 3.9. a) point A: fh =
3:73 GHz mm, V = 240 V, b) point B: fh = 4:86 GHz mm, V = 1030 V
by applying our numerical analysis, and the multipactor threshold as identied through mea-
surements of Woo [61]. Fairly good agreement between numerical and experimental results is
shown regarding the susceptibility zones. The slopes of both upper and lower thresholds are
accurately identied by the numerical approach. In particular, the reduced slope of the lower
multipactor threshold, as obtained by the measurements, is justied by the existence of high
order multipactor modes, as predicted by the numerical model. The discrepancies observed
in the left area of the multipactor chart, i.e. between the rounded threshold of measurements
and the sharp shape of multipactor zone of numerical analysis, comes from the poor statistical
representation of the single electron model. In general, the single electron model seems to
overestimate multipaction especially close to the lower threshold. However, as can be seen,
the parts of susceptibility areas placed beyond the measured threshold correspond to low risk
zones as expressed by the geometric mean value of SEY.
Next, we have compared our technique with the work of Arter and Hook that was based
on a particle-in-cell (PIC) code for predicting multipactor threshold in coaxial lines [62].
Comparative results for a coaxial line made of alodine material are given in Fig 3.11b. A very
good agreement between the shape of the susceptibility zones and the threshold predicted by
Arter and Hook is observed for a wide range of frequency-gap product. In particular, it can
be seen that all the points corresponding to the multipactor threshold of [62] are placed on
the edge of the multipactor zones, thus, conrming the validity of our approach.
3.5. Examples of Analysis
In this section, we apply the proposed method in order to study multipaction, both qualita-
tively and quantitatively, in two dierent examples including parallel plates and coaxial line
congurations. First, we discuss the eect of the elastically reected electrons in the evolution
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Figure 3.11.: Multipactor chart for coaxial lines compared with a) Woo experiments [61] for a coaxial
line of copper and b) numerical results for a coaxial line of alodine [62]. In both cases
the characteristic impedance is equal to Z = 50 
.
of the phenomenon. In particular, through parametric analysis we qualitatively study how
the multipactor threshold is aected by considering dierent amount of elastically reected
electrons. As a second example, we study multipaction in coaxial lines focusing in two aspects
with particular interest: rst, the applicability of parallel plates approximation in coaxial lines
and second, how the non-uniform elds in coaxial lines result in single-sided multipaction.
3.5.1. Eect of elastic reection in multipactor evolution
Elastic reection is one of the emission mechanisms that may follow electron collisions on a
surface, especially at low impact energies. As already discussed in Chapter 2.1, for low impact
velocities emission of true secondaries is signicantly weak and, consequently, the total SEY
curve is governed by the elastic reection yield. In particular, the value of SEY in the limit
of zero impact energy, "0;elast, is dened by the ratio between the reected and impinging
electrons and can vary from zero to one, depending on how intense the elastic reection
mechanism is. Although SEY has been extensively studied, the evolution of the SEY as the
impact electron energy decreases to zero remains still unclear. This is, essentially, due to the
fact that SEY measurements for low impact energies constitute a particularly dicult process
[63, 64]. Published results in the literature are sometimes contradictory. Some works have
concluded that "0;elast is close to one [3, 50], thus, implying intense elastic reection, whereas
other works claim that SEY tends to zero for low impact energies [65, 66].
This ambiguity, related to the emission yield at low impact energies, has triggered particu-
lar interest in studying the eect of elastically reected electrons in the mutlipacting process.
Cimino et al [50] reported that low-energy electrons can notably aect multipacting in par-
ticle accelerators resulting in a signicant increase of the surface heat load. The eect of
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elastic reection mechanism has been also studied in parallel plates congurations [67, 68].
In particular, an extensive parametric analysis was performed in [68] regarding the eect the
elastic reection mechanism on the multipactor susceptibility zones. However, this work was
based on signicant simplications regarding the SEY, considering constant emission yield for
low impact energies.
Here, we apply the proposed numerical technique in order to investigate how the multipactor
threshold is aected by the elastic reection mechanism. Using the SEY model of Lara et al
[3], we achieve a realistic representation of the SEY for low impact energies, consistent with
experimental data. In particular, the applied SEY model considers a smooth transition for the
total SEY curve between the rst crossover point, u1, and zero impact energy, as depicted in
Fig. 3.7. SEY trends corresponding both to strong and to weak elastic reection, as reported
in literature [64], can be suciently approached by changing the parameter "0;elast.
Considering the fundamental parallel plates conguration, a comprehensive parametric ana-
lysis has been performed assuming dierent surface materials. A representative example, il-
lustrating how the susceptibility zones are aected by elastic reection, is shown in Fig. 3.12.
As expected, broader multipactor zones are obtained when the amount of reected electrons
increases, since a signicant portion of low energy electrons are reected rather than absorbed.
This is particularly highlighted in the right part of the chart which corresponds to high fh
values. As can be seen, the discrete susceptibility zones, coming form the high order resonant
modes, tend to be incorporated into a single uniform zone. A similar behavior has been also
reported in [67]. On the other hand, very interesting behavior is revealed at low fh values:
the elastic reection aects only the upper threshold whereas the lower threshold remains
almost unchanged. In the following, we focus our analysis on the left part of the multipactor
chart which attracts the most interest in multipactor analysis since it, typically, includes the
lowest voltage value for which the discharge may occur.
In order to understand the peculiar behavior of elastic reection observed for low fh values,
let us consider the multipactor threshold as obtained without considering elastic reection (i.e.
the inner blue line in Fig. 3.12) and study the multipactor evolution around it. In the regions
above the upper threshold, e.g. at point A, a resonant pattern in the electron motion such as
in Fig. 3.13a is established which can be qualitatively described as follows. Due to the strong
electric eld (area above the upper threshold) or, equivalently, due to the small gap between
plates (low fh) the emitted electrons from one of the plates, e.g. the bottom one, traverse
the gap within a time shorter than half of the RF period. As a consequence, the secondary
electrons on the opposite plate (here the top one) are exposed to a strong retarding eld that
makes them return and hit the same plate with low impact energy. The emitted electrons are
\stuck" on the same plate until the electric eld changes polarity and becomes favorable for
accelerating motion towards the opposite wall. Depending on how intense the elastic reection
is, this \stuck" mechanism may result in either a strong or a negligible absorption for low and
high "0;elast, respectively, explaining why the upper threshold moves towards higher voltages
as "0;elast increases.
Moving counter-clockwise around the threshold, we, next, focus on the area below the
lowest multipactor threshold, represented by point B in Fig. 3.12. This area corresponds
to the 1st order resonant mode and, consequently, the electrons follow a periodic motion
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Figure 3.12.: Multipactor threshold considering dierent values for the elastic reection coecient
e0;elast. Parallel plates made of silver are considered.
traversing the gap after half a RF period, as depicted in Fig. 3.13b. However, since the
secondary emission condition is not satised (area below the low secondary emission limit),
the accelerated electrons do not acquire enough energy in order to initiate the emission of
secondary electrons. Therefore, a resonant absorption mechanism governs the evolution of
the phenomenon independently of how intense the elastic reection is.
Moving further counter-clockwise, let us study the areas close to points C and D, where the
threshold still remains unaected. This region is placed below the minimum resonance limit
required for achieving 1st order periodic motion. As can be seen in Figs. 3.13c and 3.13d,
the electrons follow a random-like motion and, consequently, they hit the boundaries with a
spread spectrum of impact energies. Contrary to the areas above the upper threshold (point
A) where the electrons are trapped and hit the surface of emission with very low velocity, here,
the impact energy spectrum covers a broad range below the rst crossover point, as Fig. 3.14
shows. As a consequence, a signicant amount of electrons is absorbed even for the limiting
case "0;elast = 1. Moving towards higher gap voltages, e.g. from point C to D, the impact
energy spectrum spreads more, covering values that may be above the rst crossover point,
as can be seen in Fig. 3.14b. This implies that both absorption and secondary emission
mechanism take place. For high voltages, the emission of true secondaries overcomes the
absorption mechanism resulting in a global increase of the electron population. This trend
becomes more intense as the elastic reection coecient, "0;elast, increases since absorption
becomes weaker. This justies the broad susceptibility zone achieved for "0;elast = 1 in the
right part of the multipactor chart.
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Figure 3.13.: Electron motion for the cases A, B, C and D as depicted in Fig. 3.12. a) point A:
fh = 0:65 GHz mm and V = 100 V and b) point B: fh = 0:75 GHz mm and V = 30 V,
c) point C: fh = 1:35 GHz mm and V = 50 V and d) point D: fh = 1:9 GHz mm and
V = 115 V
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Figure 3.14.: Distribution of impact energy for the cases C and D as depicted in Fig. 3.12. a) point
C: fh = 1:35 GHz mm and V = 50 V and b)D: fh = 1:90 GHz mm and V = 115 V.
For illustration purposes the SEY curve used in the example of Fig. 3.12 for "0;elast = 1
is depicted, too. SEY values correspond to the right vertical axis.
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3.5.2. Multipacting in coaxial lines
Among other structures, coaxial lines are essential parts in satellite systems. Typically, the
space between the inner and the outer conductor is lled by a dielectric medium in order to
mechanically support the coaxial structure. However, in many cases the dielectric medium is
partially omitted in order to reduce the dielectric losses or the weight of the cable. Moreover,
various gaps may appear in transitions between coaxial lines and connectors due to mechanical
tolerances. In vacuum environments these air gaps may be evacuated exposing, thus, coaxial
lines to the risk of a multipactor discharge
Considering the fundamental TEM mode, the electric eld is unidirectional and, conse-
quently, multipactor in coaxial lines can be fairly considered as a 1D problem. However,
contrary to the 1D case of parallel plates, the eld distribution in coaxial lines is not uniform.
In particular, the electric eld, Er is proportional to the inverse of the radial position r, i.e
Er / 1/r, meaning that it becomes stronger as approaching the inner conductor. Figure
3.15 depicts the eld distribution in coaxial lines with dierent ratio between the outer and
the inner radii, ro/ri. As can be seen, for small ro/ri the electric eld is relatively uniform
resembling the eld in parallel plates. However, as the ratio ro/ri increases, the eld becomes
intensively inhomogeneous, especially near the inner conductor. Due to the inhomogeneous
electric eld, the electrons experience an average force that pushes them towards the outer
conductor. This is the so called ponderomotive or Miller force that appears in inhomogeneous
oscillating elds and makes charged particles drift towards weak eld areas [69]. This mecha-
nism may signicantly aect multipacting in coaxial lines, especially when the ratio between
the outer and the inner radii is high. As a result, single-side discharge may occur on the outer
conductor in addition to the classical double-side multipacting between two surfaces [56].
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Figure 3.15.: Electric eld distribution between the inner and the outer conductor in coaxial lines.
The electric eld component is normalized to the eld at the middle point between the
two conductors. The horizontal dashed line corresponds to the case of parallel plates.
Multipactor in coaxial lines has been studied in several works, numerically [57, 70{75],
experimentally [61, 76, 77] and theoretically [56] as well. The main ndings can be briey
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described as follows. For small characteristic impedances, corresponding to low ro/ri, the
discharge evolves like in parallel plates since the electric eld is almost uniform [61, 73].
For instance, through experimental studies, Woo [61] showed that the multipactor threshold
for a coaxial line of Z = 50 
 ( ro/ri = 2:3) is pretty similar to the one obtained for
parallel plates. As the characteristic impedance increases, the threshold is shifted towards
higher values [61, 70, 73]. This means that the inhomogeneity of the electric eld makes
multipaction more dicult to occur. Moreover, another phenomenon has been reported for
high Z: in addition to the classical double-side discharge single-side multipacting on the outer
conductor may also occur due to the ponderomotive force [56, 71]. However, the 1st order
double-side regime still remains the dominant multipactor mechanism for low frequencies, as
shown in [57, 73].
Despite the clear qualitative overview provided in the literature, some aspects of the problem
with particular interest has not been claried yet. One of them is the eect of the characteristic
impedance on the double-side discharges. Studies performed on the topic have derived dierent
conclusions. By performing a theoretical study, Udiljak et al [56] argued that the voltage
threshold of the 1st multipactor mode follows a / (fh)2 scaling, where h = ro ri, This implies
negligible dependance on the characteristic impedance Z contrary to the measurement data
of Woo [61] which revealed an increase on the threshold for higher Z. On the other hand,
Somersalo et al [71] performed numerical studies and suggested a dierent scaling law as
/ (fro)2Z3/2. However, this relation is only accurate for high values of ro/ri. Another
subject that provoked debate in the literature is related with the single-side multipacting
on the outer conductor. More specically, although single-side discharge has been reported
in numerical and theoretical studies it has not been detected by experiments, even for high
ro/ri. Kossyi et al [77] stated that, due to the spread of emission velocities, a hybrid regime
which combines both single- and double- side discharges occurs instead of a pure single-side
multipacting.
Both topics, mentioned in the previous paragraph, trigger particular interest. Next, we
apply the proposed numerical model in order to get a better insight on these subjects. More-
over, our analysis reveals a new resonant regime, not mentioned in literature, that may notably
aect multipaction for high characteristic impedances.
fh dependance principle
Before continuing with the analysis of the phenomenon, let us, rst, discuss the following issue:
can multipacting in coaxial lines be scaled with regards to the frequency-gap product? Through
the theoretical analysis of Section 3.3, we have seen that in the case of parallel plates the gap
voltage, corresponding to certain multipactor modes, depends directly on the frequency-gap
product, fh. Apparently, this is conrmed by the equations which describe the threshold
limits, e.g. Eqs. (3.6) and (3.10). Qualitatively, such a dependance means that if the gap and
the RF period increase with the same rate (e.g. both of them become double), the prole of
the electron motion will remain the same. Therefore, for constant frequency-gap product ,
fh, the discharge will evolute under the same manner. Reasonably, a question raises whether
a similar dependance also occurs in the case of coaxial lines.
Considering a certain ro/ri, the prole of the electric eld, normalized to the gap between
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the electrodes, remains the same for dierent h. Our intuition for a similar fh dependance
in the case of coaxial lines, as in parallel plates, is raised by the theoretical study of Woo and
Ishimaru [78]. By normalizing the equation of motion, they proposed a similarity principle
which demonstrates that a dependance of fh, as in parallel plates, should state for the case
of coaxial lines, too. In order to conrm this statement, we performed several numerical ex-
periments considering dierent gaps h. A representative example is illustrated in Fig. 3.16,
depicting the multipactor threshold for three dierent gaps. As can be seen, although the gap
between the inner and the outer conductor changes the multipactor threshold remains the
same in terms of the frequency-gap product. Therefore, considering a certain characteristic
impedance, multipacting depends directly on the fh product. Let us call this as the `fh de-
pendance principle'. The utility of this principle is reected in the multipactor chart since the
dimensions of the structure (gap) are incorporated in addition to the electric eld parameters
(frequency and voltage). Moreover, fh dependance allows the derivation of practical scaling
laws regarding the multipactor threshold, as discussed later.
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Figure 3.16.: Multipactor threshold for dierent gaps. A coaxial line made of copper, with a charac-
teristic impedance equal to Z = 50 
, is considered.
Multipactor Chart
An overview of the discharge can be obtained through the multipactor chart. Due to the fh
dependance principle, as described previously, the susceptibility zones in coaxial lines can be
expressed as a function of the applied voltage and the frequency-gap product. This allows
proper comparisons between coaxial lines with dierent characteristic impedances as well as
comparison between coaxial lines and parallel plates. Figure 3.17 illustrates the multipactor
chart as derived for three dierent characteristic impedances. For demonstration purposes,
the case of parallel plates is also included.
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First, let us try to gure out the main dierences between multipacting in parallel plates
and multipacting in coaxial lines. For this, we focus on the chart corresponding to the lowest
characteristic impedance, i.e. Z = 50 
, and we compare it with the corresponding chart of
parallel plates (see Figs. 3.17a and 3.17b). Starting from the left part of the chart, it can
be seen that the fundamental mode results in pretty similar multipacting areas in both cases,
noted as c1 in the graphs. Both multipacting boundaries and intensity are in good agreement.
The main dierences seem to appear beyond the 1st order mode, as moving towards higher
fh values. As can be observed, dierent multipactor zones appear in the case of the coaxial
line. These zones correspond to hybrid modes, as the one denoted with h1;3 in Fig. 3.17b.
The main reason of the occurrence of hybrid modes instead of high order classical modes is
the fact that the hybrid modes t well with the non-symmetrical prole of the electric eld
inside coaxial lines. As the characteristic impedance increases, we can notice that the lower
threshold of the fundamental mode is shifted to higher voltage values. This implies that
multipaction becomes more dicult to occur as the ratio between the outer and the inner
radii increases since the increasing non-uniformity of the electric eld for higher Z makes
multipaction more dicult to occur. In addition, single-sided multipaction starts to appear
as the characteristic impedance increases. As Fig. 3.18 illustrates, for high characteristic
impedances, the multipactor zones corresponding to high frequency-gap products as well as
to high gap voltages are dominated by single-sided multipaction.
Above all, what we observe for coaxial lines with high characteristic impedances, is the
existence of a isolated multipactor zone below the fundamental mode. This zone corresponds
to the hybrid mode h1;3. A possible existence of this isolated zone means that the multipactor
threshold in that area is getting signicantly lower. To the author's best knowledge, it is the
rst time that this multipactor zone is reported for high characteristic impedances. However,
we should mention that the color intensity corresponding to this isolated zone is relatively
low, meaning that depending on the sensitivity of the SEY properties of the surface materials
this multipactor regime probably does not appear.
3.6. Summary
In this chapter, we, rst, reviewed the single electron approach underlying the assumptions
behind it. Then, based on the single electron model, a theoretical analysis has been presented
for the parallel plates case in order to get a physical insight to the multipactor mechanisms. As
a result, the multipactor chart that depicts the susceptibility zones for dierent multipactor
modes has been obtained. Special emphasis was given to explaining the mechanisms aecting
the multipactor threshold. After the theoretical analysis, we have developed a generalized
technique, based on the single electron approach. The proposed numerical technique was val-
idated through comparisons with theoretical, numerical results as well as with measurements.
Very good agreement with the theoretical and numerical results has been observed, while a
fair agreement with the measurements has been noticed for the upper and the lower threshold.
By applying the proposed method, two topics of particular interest in multipactor analysis
have been studied: rst, the eect of electric reection of impact electrons on the multipactor
onset and, second, multipactor in coaxial lines focusing on the eect of the characteristic
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Figure 3.17.: Multipactor chart in coaxial lines. Color intensity represents the geometric mean SEY
value. Both electrodes are made of copper. Dierent characteristic impedances, Z are
considered: a) parallel plates (Z ! 0 
), b) Z = 50 
, c) Z = 75 
 and d) Z = 100 
.
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Figure 3.18.: Single-sided multipaction in coaxial lines considering a characteristic impedance of a)
Z = 50 
 and b) Z = 100 
. The SEY parameters of silver have been used (see Table
3.2).
impedance. it has been shown that the lower multipactor threshold corresponding to the 1st
order multipactor mode is not aected by the elastic reection mechanism. The developed 1D
technique is used in Chapter 4 in order to investigate multipactor in the presence of dielectrics.

4. Multipactor in the Presence of Dielectrics
4.1. Introduction
Dielectric materials are commonly met in microwave components of modern satellite systems.
Coaxial connectors as well as transitions between microstrip lines and monolithic microwave
integrated circuits (MMICs) are typical examples where various gaps between metallic and
dielectric surfaces appear. Under vacuum conditions, like in space environment, these com-
ponents are exposed to the risk of a multipactor discharge.
Multipacting in the presence of dielectrics involves the following peculiarity: as the discharge
evolves, a surface charge is developed on the dielectric walls [25]. As a consequence, a DC-like
electric eld, changing after electron collisions on the dielectric surfaces, occurs. If a large
amount of charge is accumulated on the dielectric surfaces, this eld can signicantly aect
the electron dynamics and, consequently, the evolution of the discharge.
The eect of dielectrics on multipacting has triggered intense interest in the particle accel-
erators community. More specically, the DC-like eld due to the surface charge may result
in a single-surface discharge in dielectric RF windows, as has been reported in several studies
[11, 22{27]. A similar single-sided regime may also appear in dielectric loaded accelerator
(DLA) structures [28{30]. The underlined feature of these applications is the existence of a
RF electric eld component parallel to the dielectric surface that constitutes the dominant
mechanism responsible for the oscillating motion of the electrons. On the other hand, lit-
tle is known about multipactor discharges in loaded microwave components that operate in
quasi-TEM or TE modes. Such congurations are of particular interest for the satellite com-
munity, as mentioned in the rst paragraph. Contrary to the above mentioned cases of RF
windows and DLA structures, transverse electric eld modes imply that the electrons motion
is dominated by a RF eld component perpendicular to the dielectric surface. Some works
have numerically dealt with multipactor discharge inside a parallel-plate waveguide partially
loaded by a dielectric slab [31, 32]. Results revealed an interesting self-extinguishing mech-
anism that aects the long-term evolution of the phenomenon. However, these studies were
based on a critical simplication by neglecting the induced charges on the metallic walls due
the surface charge on the dielectric.
As already mentioned in Section 2.5 the induced charge is one of the factors that can
signicantly aect the long-term evolution of a multipactor discharge. Motivated by this fact,
here we revise the problem of multipactor in parallel-plates loaded by a single dielectric layer
taking into account the eect of the induced charges. Special emphasis is given to the long-
term evolution of the discharge. Two dierent approaches are followed. First, the generalized
single electron model, as proposed in the Chapter 3, is properly modied in order to consider
the saturation mechanisms including the eect of the surface charge on the dielectric. By
applying it, a global overview of the phenomenon is obtained. However, by its nature, the
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single electron model does not account for the statistics of the secondary emission. As a
second approach, a 3D multipactor model taking into account the stochastic behavior of the
secondary emission mechanism is developed. In order to include the space charge eects, a
novel image method, able to evaluate the Green Function (GF) in multilayer shielded media,
is proposed (see Chapter 5). The image method is incorporated in the 3D multipactor solver
in order to investigate the long-term evolution of the discharge.
4.2. Theory
The conguration under study is depicted in Fig. 4.1. The free electrons are accelerated
in the vacuum space due to the transversal component of the RF eld and under certain
resonant conditions they oscillate between the upper metallic surface and the dielectric slab.
When impinging on a surface, they can be reected, absorbed or even cause the emission of
secondary electrons depending on the impact energy. A special phenomenon takes place when
the electrons impact on the dielectric surface. The surface can be locally charged positively
or negatively in case of a secondary emission or an electron absorption, respectively. For
example, when an electron is absorbed on the dielectric slab, it remains very close to the
surface since dielectrics are very good isolators. Then, after many impact events, a charged
sheet is composed on the dielectric surface.
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Figure 4.1.: Conguration under study: A parallel-plate waveguide loaded by a single dielectric layer.
During the multipactor onset, i.e. the phase when the electron population increases, the
electron motion is dominated by the RF electric eld. However, as the electron cloud aug-
ments, the surface charge density on the slab also increases since more and more electrons
impinge on the dielectric surface. The electric eld produced by the surface charge introduces
an asymmetry to the total electric eld, thus, perturbing the resonant motion of the electrons.
Moreover, as the electron population increases, there are two other saturation mechanisms
that prevent the innite augmentation of the electron cloud. First, an induced charge occurs
on the metallic surfaces due to the free electrons. In addition, the mutual interaction between
the free particles aects the electron motion, too. The aforementioned mechanisms can be
briey described in the following expression for the total electric eld,
Etotal = Erf +Ediel +Einduced +Ecoulomb; (4.1)
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where Ediel is the electric eld produced by the surface charge on the dielectric, Einduced the
electric eld due to the induced charges on the metal plates and Ecoulomb the eld due to the
direct mutual interaction between electrons.
4.3. 1D Approach
In Chapter 3 we developed a 1D model in order to investigate the initial phase of the mul-
tipactor evolution, i.e. the existence of an electron avalanche or not. Despite its simplicity,
the developed method is characterized by a generalized concept since it is able to consider
any 1D electric eld distribution. Therefore, in addition to the applied RF eld, the electric
eld due to space charge eects or due to the surface charge on the dielectric could be also
incorporated in a multipactor analysis. This allows us to advance a step further and to use
the single electron model in order to investigate the long-term evolution of the discharge by
considering the saturation mechanisms.
Let us discuss how the long-term multipactor evolution can be modeled by applying the
single electron approach. Three distinguishable saturation mechanisms may occur in the in-
vestigated problem, namely the electric eld due to the induced charges, due to the mutual
interactions between electrons (Coulomb eld) and due to the surface charge on the dielectric.
As discussed in Chapter 3, the single electron approach assumes that all electrons move to-
gether with the same speed composing an innitesimally thin sheet. This involves an inherent
limitation in considering the mutual interaction between electrons: due to the repelling nature
of the Coulomb force, the mutual interaction between electrons would imply a spreading of
the thin electron sheet, contrary to the principle of the single electron model. Therefore, the
mutual interactions cannot be modeled in the single electron approach. However, the space
charge eect can be approached by considering the induced charges as have been suggested
in some previous works which have studied the steady state in case of empty parallel plates
[18, 79]. Then, the long-term evolution can be modeled by taking into account the electric
eld due to the surface charge on the dielectric and due to the charges induced on the metal
plates, corresponding to Ediel and Einduced of Eq. (4.1), respectively.
Based on the single electron approach, we properly modify the 1D numerical technique
presented in Section 3.4.1 in order to investigate the multipactor steady-state in parallel
plates partially loaded by a dielectric layer. For this, the electric eld due to the surface
charge and due to the induced charges are taken into account as discussed in the next Section.
A schematic representation of the applied model is given in Fig. 4.2.
4.3.1. Formulation
The analysis starts by placing an eective electron between the dielectric surface and the upper
metal plate. Similarly to the analysis of Section 3.4.1, the eective electron represents the
total electron population that is assumed to compose an electron sheet, as Fig. 4.2 illustrates.
Then, the eective electron is forced by a total electric eld coming from the applied RF
As mentioned in Section 2.5, the space charge eect includes both the eect due the direct mutual interaction
and due the induced charges.
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Figure 4.2.: The proposed 1D model for the investigation of the long-term multipactor evolution in
parallel plates loaded by a single dielectric slab. The electron population is represented
by an electron sheet, according to the single electron approach (see Chapter 3). A
homogeneous surface charge is considered on the dielectric surface. Its intensity changes
after electron collisions with the dielectric slab. Saturation is modeled by considering
the eld due to the surface charge and due to the charges induced by the electron sheet
on the metal plates
excitation, the surface charge on the dielectric and the induced charges on the metal plates.
This eld can be expressed by the following equation
Etotal = Erf +Ediel +Einduced; (4.2)
where Erf is the input RF eld, Einduced the eld produced by the image of the electron sheet
through the plates and Ediel the eld produced by the surface charge on the dielectric. It
should be noted that Einduced is the eld that the electron sheet causes on itself through the
charges it induces on the plates. Hence, let us call this eld as `self-eld'. Moreover, note that,
compared to Eq. (4.1), the Coulomb eld has been omitted as explained in the introduction
of Section 4.3.
In order to evaluate the electric eld we make use of the superposition principle considering
the two following problems: a) in the rst problem the RF excitation is considered while the
electron sheet and the surface charge are omitted and b) in the second one the electron sheet
and the surface charge are considered while the RF excitation is set to zero. Note that in the
second problem the two metal plates are both on the same potential since Vrf = 0. Without
loss of generality, let this common potential be equal to zero.
Let us start with the second problem, that is considering only the electron sheet and the
surface charge on the dielectric. The eld due to the surface charge can be considered as a
DC-like electric eld the density of which changes after collisions of the electron sheet on the
dielectric. Regarding the eld due to the electron sheet, although the accelerated electrons
result in a time-dependent distribution of the induced charges, the retardation eects can be
fairly neglected since the velocity of the moving electrons is typically much lower than the
speed of light and the distance between the metal plates is suciently small. Therefore, an
electrostatic approach can be followed in order to evaluate both the self-eld, Einduced and
the DC-like eld due to the surface charge, Ediel.
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To simplify our analysis, let us assume a single sheet, with a charge density , placed
between the dielectric surface (z = d) and the upper metal plate (z = h). Then, if the
considered sheet is placed at zsheet = z
0 it corresponds to the moving electron sheet while if
it is placed at zsheet = d it corresponds to the surface charge on the dielectric. Applying the
Poisson equation, which takes the following form in the considered 1D case,
@2'
@z2
=  sheet
"0
 (z   zsheet) ; (4.3)
as well as the appropriate boundary conditions,
' (h) = 0 (4.4a)
' (0) = 0 (4.4b)
' jz=d  = ' jz=d+ (4.4c)
"r
@'
@z
jz=d  =
@'
@z
jz=d+ ; (4.4d)
one can evaluate the potential ' (z) between the plates. Then, by applying the negative
gradient to the potential for d < z < h we obtain the electric eld in the vacuum space as
follows:
Esheet =
8><>:
Ebelow =

"0
"r(h zsheet)
"rh ("r 1)d z^ ; if d < z < zsheet
Eabove =

"0
"rzsheet ("r 1)d
"rh ("r 1)d z^ ; if h > z > zsheet
(4.5)
Using the above expression, the next step is to evaluate the eld on the electron sheet due to
the electron sheet itself as well as due to the surface charge developed on the dielectric. Since
the electron sheet moves above the dielectric interface, the eld due to the surface charge,
Ediel, can be directly obtained by the expression Eabove of Eq. (4.5) substituting zsheet = d
and  = diel, where diel is the density of the surface charge on the dielectric. Then, the
electric eld component Ediel gets the following form:
Ediel =
diel
"0
d
"rh  ("r   1) d z^: (4.6)
On the other hand, the evaluation of the self-eld, Einduced, is not as straightforward as the
evaluation of Ediel. In the case of the self-eld, the electric eld needs to be evaluated on the
position of the source, that is the position of the electron sheet. As can be noticed in Eq.
(4.5), the electric eld is discontinuous at the electron sheet position. In order to manipulate
this discontinuity let us express the eld Esheet as the sum of the eld that the electron sheet
produces in the free space, Esheet;fs, plus the eld due to its image charge Esheet;imag:
Esheet = Esheet;fs +Esheet;imag: (4.7)
Then, the electric eld component Esheet;fs is discontinuous at zsheet. Indeed, an innite surface
charge in the free space, with charge density , produces an electric eld E so that 2"0E = n^,
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where n^ is the normalized vector pointing to the `outer' side of the surface. This means that
the eld below and above the surface charge in the free space has the same amplitude but
dierent direction,
Esheet;fs
 
z+sheet

=  Esheet;fs
 
z sheet

: (4.8)
On the other hand, the eld due to the image charge at the sheet position is continuous since
no sources are placed at zsheet. Therefore,
Esheet;imag
 
z+sheet

= Esheet;imag
 
z sheet

= Einduced; (4.9)
where Einduced is the self-eld, as dened in Eq. (4.2) that coincides with the eld due to
the image charges, Esheet;imag, when the observation point is the electron sheet position, i.e.
zsheet = z
0. Taking into account Eq. (4.7) we can derive the expressions for the eld above
and below the sheet as
Esheet;imag
 
z+sheet

= Esheet
 
z+sheet
 Esheet;fs  z+sheet (4.10a)
and
Esheet;imag
 
z sheet

= Esheet
 
z sheet
 Esheet;fs  z sheet : (4.10b)
Substituting the expressions of Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) in Eq. (4.10) and, then, adding the
corresponding parts of Eqs. Eq. (4.10a) and Eq. (4.10b) we can easily evaluate the self-eld,
Einduced, on the electron sheet as:
Einduced =
1
2
(Eabove +Ebelow) ; (4.11)
where Eabove and Ebelow are given by Eq. (4.5). Finally, substituting zsheet = z
0 and  = el
in the expressions of Eabove and Ebelow as given by Eq. (4.5), the self-eld of Eq. (4.11) yields
Einduced =
el
2"0
2"rz
0   ("r   1) d  "rh
"rh  ("r   1) d ; (4.12)
where el is the charge density of the moving electron sheet.
Up to now, we have evaluated the electric eld on the moving electron sheet due to electron
sheet itself (Einduced, as given in Eq. (4.12)) and due to the surface charge on the dielectric
(Ediel, as given in Eq. (4.6)). The nal step in order to evaluate the total electric eld, Etot,
is to derive the expression for the RF eld, Erf . For this, let us, now, consider only the RF
excitation omitting the eect of the electron sheet and the surface charge on the dielectric.
Contrary to the empty parallel plates, the lled parallel plates waveguide cannot support TEM
modes due to the inhomogeneity introduced by the dielectric slab. In fact, the examined
structure supports hybrid modes, called longitudinal section magnetic (LSM) and electric
(LSE) modes, with zero transverse component of magnetic and electric eld, respectively [80].
Since we focus on double-sided multipaction, we assume that the fundamental LSM mode is
excited so that the transverse electric eld forces the motion of electrons along the z axis.
Assuming a small dielectric contrast between the vacuum and the dielectric slab, "r, or low RF
frequency, the prole of the electric eld in the transverse plane fairly resembles the one of the
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classical TEM-mode in empty parallel plates waveguide. Then, an electrostatic approach can
be followed in order to evaluate the transverse electric eld component, as has been proposed
in [31], meaning that the electric potential satises the Laplace equation.
Let us consider a time varying voltage between the metal plates as Vrf = V sin (!t). Then,
under the electrostatic approximation as described in the previous paragraph, the electric
potential ' satises the Laplace equation in each uniform area (vacuum and dielectric):
@2'i
@z2
= 0; i = 1; 2; (4.13)
where the index i refers to the vacuum (i = 1) and to the dielectric space (i = 2). By
integrating Eq. (4.13) in terms of z, one can easily show that the electric eld is spatially
constant in each area i. Focusing on the vacuum area, (which is the area of our interest since
the electron sheet moves there) the electric eld can be, then, expressed as follows:
Erf =
Vgap
h  d sin (!t) z^; d < z < h; (4.14)
where Vgap is the peak voltage between the upper metal plate and the dielectric surface. By
applying the boundary conditions, the gap voltage Vgap is obtained as
Vgap = V
"r (h  d)
"rh  d ("r   1) : (4.15)
Once the expressions for the electric eld components are known the total eld on the
moving electron sheet, Etot, can be evaluated by the sum of Erf , Ediel and Einduced as given
in Eqs. (4.14), (4.6) and (4.12), respectively. Then, the motion of the eective electron is
numerically tracked using a Runge-Kutta dierential scheme as in the 1D numerical technique
that was presented in Section 3.4.1. What changes here is that the saturation mechanisms
are taken into account in addition to the RF excitation.
When a collision of the eective electron with a boundary is detected, the SEY model of
[3] is applied in order to estimate the electron population. In particular, after an impact,
either on the metallic or on the dielectric plate, the charge density of the electron sheet, el,
is updated as follows:
iel = i
i 1
el ; (4.16)
where i is the SEY value at the i
th impact event and iel the updated charge density after
the impact. On the other hand, when the electron sheet impinges on the dielectric slab,
the density of the surface charge, diel, also changes in addition to the charge density of the
electron sheet. As explained in Section 4.2, an absorption of electrons ( < 1) in the dielectric
slab yields a negative charge on the dielectric, diel;add in addition to the existing one on the
surface, diel. In terms of charge density, this charge can be expressed as
jdiel;add = 
i 1
el   iel; (4.17)
where the index j refers only to impact events on the dielectric surface while the index i
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refers to any impact event (either on the upper metal plate or on the dielectric surface)y.
Substituting Eq. (4.16) into Eq. (4.17) yields
jdiel;add = (1  i)i 1el : (4.18)
The above expression also holds for the case that there is emission of secondary electrons
instead of absorption. Indeed, a secondary emission after an impact on the dielectric surface
( > 1) results in a positive charge on the dielectric which compensates the loss due to the
emitted electrons. If el;add is the increase of the charge density of the moving electron sheet,
then the corresponding positive charge on the dielectric will be exactly the opposite, i.e.
diel;add =  el;add. Since iel;add = iel   i 1el is the increase of charge density of the electron
sheet after the ith impact on the dielectric, the corresponding diel;add density will be again
given by Eqs. (4.17) and (4.18). Therefore, when the electron sheet impinges on the dielectric
slab, the density of the surface charge on the interface, diel, changes according to the formula:
jdiel = 
j 1
diel + (1  i)i 1el : (4.19)
Summarizing, the algorithm starts by placing the eective electron (i.e. the electron sheet)
at a random position in the vacuum area. In this analysis, the dielectric surface is assumed to
be uncharged at t = 0, i.e. 0diel = 0 e

m2, while the moving electron sheet has a low initial
charge density 0el = 1 e

m2, where e is the charge of a single electron (e   1:60210 19C).
Then, the numerical integrator tracks the motion of the eective electron taking into account
the RF electric eld, Erf plus the self-eld of the moving electron sheet, Einduced as well as
the eld due to the surface charge on the dielectric, Ediel. The charge density of the electron
sheet, el, changes after any impact event according to Eq. (4.16), while the density of the
surface charge diel is only updated after collisions of the moving sheet with the dielectric slab
according to Eq. (4.19). The updated values of charge densities el and diel are, then, used
in order to evaluate the total electric eld. This procedure continues until a preselected time
period, tf is reached. Typically, a few hundreds of RF periods (200-500 RF cycles) are fairly
sucient in order to study the long-term evolution of the phenomenon.
4.3.2. Analysis
In this section we apply the above described model in order to study the eect of the surface
charge, developed on the dielectric, on the long-term multipactor evolution. Before continuing
with the analysis, let us briey summarize what has been derived by previous works. To the
author's best knowledge, the considered conguration has been studied in a few works by
Torregrosa, Coves and their group in [31, 32, 81]. Their studies have reported that the surface
charge on the dielectric leads to a self-extinguishing mechanism that makes the electron cloud
disappear after its population reaches a maximum level. On the other hand, the dielectric
surface remains charged. A qualitative overview of the results that have been presented in
their studies is given in Fig. 4.3.
yNote that for each j there is a corresponding index i, i.e. j ! i. However, the opposite does not hold since
the impact events i compose a superset of impact events j.
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Figure 4.3.: Qualitative representation of the results reported in literature [31, 32],. The electron
population and the surface charge on the dielectric are simultaneously increasing. When
the surface charge becomes high the DC-eld due to the surface charge leads to the
decrease of the electron population. Note, that both positive and negative net charge on
the dielectric surface has been reported in the literature. However, for both cases result
the electron cloud disappears at the end.
The behavior illustrated in Fig. 4.3 can be explained as follows. Assume that the conditions
needed for multipacting are satised. Then, as the free electrons hit the boundaries they
provoke the emission of secondary electrons. On the other hand, a positive surface charge
develops on the vacuum-dielectric interface which is augmented after impacts of the electrons
on the dielectric slab. This yields a DC-like electric eld that attracts the electrons on the
dielectric slab. During the rst phase of the multipactor evolution, (positive slope in Fig.
4.3), the motion of the electrons is dominated by the RF eld, since the DC-eld is relatively
weak (due to low surface charge). However, as the electron population increases, the surface
charge on the dielectric increases, too, and, consequently, the attractive force due to the DC-
eld becomes considerable. Then, the electrons tend to hit the dielectric surface with higher
impact energy and, in parallel, the upper metal plate with lower energy. This results in the
following mechanism: a decrease of electron population after impacts on the metal plate and
an increase after impacts on the dielectric slab. Due to this mechanism the positive surface
charge becomes even stronger and the process is self-sustained. At the end, the DC-like
eld leads to the break of the conditions needed for multipacting and, consequently, the free
electrons disappear.
The above description provides an explanation how the DC-like eld due to the surface
charge on the dielectric can aect the long-term evolution of the phenomenon. However, as
already mentioned, apart from the surface charge, other mechanisms, like the induced charges,
may also aect the long-term multipactor evolution. The works that have reported the trend
illustrated in Fig. 4.3 have neglected the induced charges. In particular, Torregrosa et al
in [31] have used a single electron approach neglecting any space charge eect. In order
to incorporate the eect of the the dielectric slab, they have considered the electric eld
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due to the surface charge on the dielectric, however, evaluating it without considering the
boundaries of the problem. Later, Coves et al [32] improved the previous model of Torregrosa
by considering many particles instead of a single eective electron. By this, the statistics of
the multipactor discharge have been better modeled. However, the electric eld coming either
from the electron cloud or from the surface charge on the dielectric has been approximated
by considering the free space, neglecting, thus, the induced charge on the plates.
Next, we analyze the eect of the surface charge on the dielectric taking into account the
induced charge, as described in Section 4.3.1. Comparing to the above mentioned studies,
which were based on the free-space assumption, in our analysis the DC-like eld due to
the surface charge on the dielectric is properly evaluated by considering the boundaries of
the examined conguration. Let us consider the following conguration: a parallel-plate
waveguide with a distance between the plates equal to h = 1:1mm loaded by a dielectric slab
of d = 0:1mm. The secondary emission properties of silver (see Table 3.2) have been chosen
for the upper metallic plate. A relative permittivity of r = 3 has been considered for the
slab, while the same SEY properties of silver have been considered for the dielectric surface,
too z.
As a rst step, we focus our analysis only on the initial phase of the phenomenon, namely
the multipactor onset, in order to study under which conditions the discharge occurs. During
the multipactor onset, the electron population is supposed to evolve as in the case of empty
parallel plates. Indeed, the saturation mechanisms can be considered negligible since the
electron population and the surface charge on the dielectric are both low at the very beginning
(the dielectric is assumed to be initially uncharged, as mentioned in section 4.3.1). Therefore,
the DC-like eld due to the surface charge on the dielectric is expected not to aect the initial
phase of the phenomenon. As a consequence, the analysis presented in Chapter 3 for the
case of empty parallel plates can be also applied here as a rst step in our study. To do
so, the considered conguration including the dielectric slab has to be transformed into an
equivalent one of empty parallel plates. This can be done as following: we consider that a
parallel plates waveguide with a gap equal to h0 = h d that is excited by an RF voltage equal
to V 0rf = Vgap sin (!t). Then, an overview regarding the multipactor onset in the considered
conguration can be obtained through the multipactor chart, as Fig. 4.4 depicts.
Once the susceptibility zones are obtained the next step is to study the long-term evolution
of the phenomenon by taking into account the saturation mechanisms. For this, we can focus
on specic operation points, belonging to the susceptibility zones, (points with hSEYi > 1
in Fig. 4.4), and study in more depth how the phenomenon evolves. Let us consider two
operation points, A and B in the chart of Fig. 4.4, corresponding to a low and a high
multipacting rate, respectively.
Starting with the case A, Fig. 4.5 depicts the evolution of the charge density of the moving
electron sheet and of the surface charge on the dielectric. The plot shows that the phenomenon
evolves in three dierent stages. During the rst stage (multipactor onset), both electron
population and surface charge increase until a saturation is reached. During the saturation
state, i.e. between the 130th and 180th RF period, the electron population remains almost
zIn this example we use the same SEY properties for both metal and dielectric surface in order to focus on
the eect of the surface charge on the dielectric.
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Figure 4.4.: Short term evolution: Mulipactor chart for parallel plates loaded by a single dielectric
slab. The color intensity represents the geometric mean SEY value at impacts, hSEYi,
for the rst phase of the multipactor evolution (multipactor onset). The following pa-
rameters have been considered: h = 1:1mm, d = 0:1mm and r = 3. The SEY properties
of silver, as given in Table 3.2, have been assumed for both metal and dielectric surfaces.
Long-term multipaction will be studied later for the points A and B. A: V = 45 V,
f = 1 GHz, B: V = 110 V, f = 1:2 GHz
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constant. A similar trend is also observed for the surface charge on the dielectric. However,
this state breaks after a few periods. At the end, the electron cloud disappears while the
dielectric surface remains charged, similarly to what has been reported in literature (see Fig.
4.3). In order to gure out the mechanisms that result in this behavior let us study the
evolution of the phenomenon stage by stage.
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Figure 4.5.: Time evolution of the charge density (amplitude) of the electron sheet, jelj and of the
surface charge on the dielectric, jdielj. The results correspond to the operation point A
in Fig. 4.4. Note, that the vertical axis represents the amplitude of the charge densities,
given in jej=m2, where e is the charge of a single electron. For the depicted case, the
surface charge on the dielectric is positive.
During the growth of the electron population, the electron dynamics are dominated by the
RF eld, whereas the eects of the induced charge and the surface charge are negligible. This
can be conrmed by the results illustrated in Fig. 4.6. In this plot, the evolution of the
electron population obtained by taking into account the saturation mechanisms (blue solid
line) is compared with the corresponding evolution obtained by considering only the applied
RF eld (marked dashed line). As can be observed, the two lines are in perfect agreement
during the rst phase of the phenomenon, i.e. before saturation is achieved. From the same
plot, we can also see that the dielectric is continuously charged during the multipactor onset, in
parallel to the growth of the electron population. Although, the charge density of the dielectric
surface is always lower than the one of the moving electron sheet x, it should be noted that
both densities are of similar order of magnitude. Indeed, the charge on the dielectric increases
with the same rate as the charge of the moving electron sheet, as illustrated in the subplot
of Fig. 4.6 (parallel lines in logarithmic scale). Hence, the ratio between the two charge
xThis is expected since the population of the electron sheet increases after each impact (either on the metal
plate or on the dielectric slab), whereas the charge on the dielectric increases only after impacts on the slab.
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Figure 4.6.: Evolution of the charge density (amplitude) of the electron sheet and of the surface
charge on the dielectric during the multipactor onset for the same case as in Fig. 4.5.
Results obtained by neglecting the saturation mechanisms are also included for compari-
son reasons. The ration between the charge density of the electron sheet and the density
of the surface charge on the dielectric is equal to jdiel=elj = 0:528.
densities, jdiel=elj, remains almost constant during the multipactor onset. For the examined
case A this ratio is approximately equal to jdiel=elj = 0:528, meaning that the dielectric
acquires a signicant net charge, comparable to the charge of the electron sheet. Therefore,
both the induced charge and the surface charge are expected to aect the saturation stage.
A better view of how intense is the eect of each saturation mechanism can be obtained
by comparing the corresponding eld components, Einduced and Ediel. Figure 4.7 depicts the
prole of the electric eld components with respect to the position of the moving electron sheet.
As can be seen, although the dielectric surface and the electron sheet have comparable charge
densities (jdiel=elj  0:5), the corresponding eld components dier notably. In particular,
the self-eld, Einduced, is much higher than the eld due to the surface charge on the dielectric,
Ediel, for a wide range of the electron sheet positions. What gives rise to the importance of the
induced charge is the fact that the self-eld governs the total saturation eld, Esat, especially
when the moving sheet is close to the boundaries. At these areas, i.e. close to the boundaries,
the saturation eld is supposed to have its major inuence on the electron dynamics since
it obtains its maximum amplitude. To show the signicance of the induced charge we have
simulated the evolution of the electron population following two dierent approaches: rst,
taking into account only the induced charge and, second, considering only the surface charge
on the dielectric. As shown in Fig. 4.8, the saturation stage, as it is predicted by the full
model, can be achieved by considering only the self-eld. On the other hand, the eect of the
surface charge, omitting the self-eld, becomes evident for a charge density higher than the
one corresponding to the saturation level. Therefore, the mechanism that is responsible for
the transition from the onset to the saturation is the induced charge.
Up to now, we have analyzed the evolution of the phenomenon till the moment that the
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Figure 4.7.: Electric eld due to the saturation mechanisms (induced charge and surface charge) as
a function of the position of the moving electron sheet, z0. The same conguration as
in Fig. 4.4 is considered. The ratio between the density of the surface charge and the
density of the electron sheet corresponds to the one of Fig. 4.6, i.e. diel=el =  0:528
(el < 0 and diel > 0).
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Figure 4.8.: Evolution of the electron population for the examined case A (see Fig. 4.4). Three
dierent models have been considered regarding the saturation mechanisms. Dashed
line marked with circles: only the induced charge is taken into account. Dashed line
marked with rectangles: only the surface charge on the dielectric is taken into account.
Solid line: Full model taking into account both the induced charge and the surface charge
both the induced charge and the surface charge (same as in Fig. 4.5).
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saturation stage starts to take place. Next, we focus our analysis on the saturation stage in
order to study how the mechanisms of the induced charge and of the surface charge on the
dielectric aect the long-term evolution of the phenomenon. Looking again at the plot of
Fig. 4.5 we can notice that during the saturation phase the surface charge on the dielectric
remains almost unchangeable. This implies that the electron sheet hits the dielectric slab
with an energy equal to the rst crossover point, so that the SEY is equal to unity. Indeed,
as Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 illustrate, during the saturation phase the electrons follow a resonant
motion hitting both the metallic and dielectric surface with an impact energy that yields an
SEY close to unity.
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Figure 4.9.: Motion of the electron sheet during the saturation stage. The case A of Fig. 4.4 is
considered.
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Figure 4.10.: SEY at impact events during the transition from the multipactor onset to the satura-
tion. The case A of Fig. 4.4 is considered.
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As Fig. 4.5 depicts, the saturation phase does not result in a permanent state but it breaks
after some RF periods. The reason is that the above described saturation manner constitutes
an unstable process. Let us try to qualitatively explain why saturation in the examined case
is not stable. Assume, for instance, that the electrons hit the dielectric with a slightly higher
impact energy than the one with which they hit the metal plate. This is, in fact, what happens
in the examined case, as can be seen in the subplot of Fig. 4.10. Then, the DC-like eld due
to the positive surface charge on the dielectric will slightly increase (since SEY > 1 at impact
on the dielectric yields an increase at the density of the surface charge). Consequently, the
moving electron sheet will feel a net force which is attractive towards the dielectric slab.
As a result, the sheet will collide with the dielectric slab with even a higher impact energy.
This process results in a continuously increasing surface charge on the dielectric that attracts
more and more the electron sheet. On the other hand, an absorption process takes place
on the metal plate since the DC-like electric eld decreases the velocity of electrons when
they move towards the metal plate. At the end, the evolution stabilizes at a state where the
absorption rate on the metal plate overcomes the secondary emission rate on the dielectric.
As a consequence, an overall absorption process takes place resulting in the disappearance
of the free electrons. A schematic representation of the unstable saturation process is given
in Fig. 4.11. In a similar way, it can be demonstrated that the saturation process is also
unstable if the impact energy on the dielectric is slightly lower than the one on the metal
plate. In such a case, a negative surface charge is developed on the dielectric slab.
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Figure 4.11.: SEY at impact events during the transition from the saturation stage to the nal
extinguishing stage.
Summarizing our analysis for the case A, the phenomenon starts with an exponential growth
of the electron population. During this phase, (multipactor onset), the dominant mechanism
is the external RF eld that makes electrons hit the surfaces with sucient impact energy
to provoke the emission of secondary electrons. In parallel, a surface charge is developed
on the dielectric, which increases with a rate similar to the one of the electron population.
As the electron population reaches high levels, a saturation stage is achieved. As have been
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shown, the mechanism that is responsible for the transition from the multipactor onset to the
saturation is due to the charge induced on the plates by the moving electron sheet. However,
the saturation stage is temporary since the presence of the surface charge on the dielectric
results in an unstable saturation process. Soon, the phenomenon passes to the nal stage that
is the extinction of the electron population. On the other hand, the dielectric surface remains
charged.
Next, we study the long-term evolution of the phenomenon for the case B in the chart of Fig.
4.4. Comparing to the case A, here, the applied gap voltage is notably higher ( VB = 110V
instead of VA = 45V in case A). As it will be shown later, this results in a completely dierent
long-term multipactor evolution.
Figure 4.12 illustrates the evolution of the charge density of the moving electron sheet
and of the surface charge on the dielectric. As can be seen, the phenomenon evolves in two
distinguishable stages. First, both the electron population and the surface charge on the
dielectric grow exponentially until a saturation is reached. Then, during the saturation, the
corresponding charge densities of the electron sheet and the surface charge oscillate around a
mean value that remains fairly constant. Opposed to the case A, here, the long-term evolution
of the phenomenon is dened by the saturation stage. As a consequence, an electron cloud
sustains between the dielectric and the upper metal plate.
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Figure 4.12.: Time evolution of the charge density (amplitude) of the electron sheet, jelj and of
the surface charge on the dielectric, jdielj. The results correspond to the operation
point B in Fig. 4.4. Note, that the vertical axis represents the amplitude of the charge
densities, given in jej=m2, where e is the charge of a single electron.
Let us try to explain the above described behavior regarding the long-term evolution. What
attracts most of our attention in the plot of Fig. 4.12 is the intense oscillatory behavior of the
electron population (or equivalently, of the charge density). This trend implies that there is a
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fast alteration between subsequent secondary emission and absorption events. A rst insight
on this behavior can be obtained by plotting the motion of the electron sheet. As Fig. 4.13
reveals, there is a `stuck' mechanism that makes the electron sheet come back to the surface
of emission very fast. This mechanism is expected to come from a strong saturation eld that
forces electron towards the wall of emission. As mentioned before, the applied RF excitation
is remarkably higher in the case B than in the case A. Therefore, a strong saturation eld
needs to oppose the RF electric eld. Indeed, as Fig. 4.14 illustrates, the eect of the induced
charge is remarkably intense so that the self-eld partially overcomes the peak-value of the
applied RF eld. Similarly to the case A, the self-eld is clearly the dominant component in
the total saturation eld. Therefore, the mechanism that determined the saturation level is
again the induced charge.
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Figure 4.13.: Motion of electron sheet during the saturation stage. The case B of Fig. 4.4 is consid-
ered.
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Figure 4.14.: Electric eld (normalized to the peak value of the RF eld) as a function of time.
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Taking into account the previously mentioned statements, the long-term evolution in the
case B can be described as following. During the multipactor onset, the electron dynamics
are dominated by the applied RF eld. As in the classical multipactor onset, the electrons
follow a resonant motion, hitting the walls with sucient impact energy so that they provoke
the emission of secondary electrons. As a result, an exponential increase of the electron
population and of the surface charge on the dielectric occurs. Due to the strong electric eld,
a proportionally strong self-eld is needed so that the saturation stage is achieved. After the
saturation is reached, the resonant motion that was taking place during the multipactor onset
breaks. In particular, the electrons are stuck on the surface of emission due to the strong eld
coming from their image charge. After few impacts on the same plate, some electrons are
absorbed since they come back to the surface of emission very fast without gaining enough
energy. Then, since the electron population decreases, the saturation eld decreases, too,
and the electrons manage to transverse the gap. Due to the `stuck' mechanism, the surface
charge on the dielectric remains almost constant during the saturation stage, following a
similar behaviour as the electron population. However, as it has been shown, its eect on the
evolution of the electron population is minor comparing to the eect of the induced charge.
Summarizing our analysis, we can conclude that the essential dierence between the cases A
and B is that in the case B the RF eld is strong enough to maintain the electron population.
4.3.3. Summary
In this Section, long-term multipactor evolution in a parallel plates waveguide partially loaded
by a dielectric slab has been investigated. In order to consider the saturation mechanisms,
a new model able to take into account the induced charge in the conguration under study
has been developed. Moreover, the eect of the dielectric has also been taken into account by
considering a surface charge developed on the dielectric-vaccum interface. For the rst time,
both the eects of the surface charge on the dielectric and of the induced charge have been
considered for the examined conguration.
By applying the developed model, the analysis revealed original results regarding the long-
term evolution of the phenomenon. Through numerical examples, it has been reported that
two dierent mechanisms may occur resulting in remarkable dierent behaviors regarding the
evolution of the electron population. These mechanisms can be briey described as following:
 self-extinguishing mechanism: This mechanism occurs when the applied gap voltage
is relatively small, i.e. the operation point is close to the lower multipactor threshold.
When this mechanism takes place the electron population reaches a saturation stage,
which is, however, unstable. Then, after few periods the mechanism results in the
disappearance of the electron population. On the other hand the dielectric surface
remains charged. This mechanism is characterized by two-sided multipaction, meaning
that the electrons return back to the same wall after a integer number of periods.
 self-sustaining mechanism: This mechanism typically occurs for relatively high gap
voltages, i.e. when the multipacting rate during the multipactor onset is relatively
high. Contrary to the self-extinguished mechanism, the electron population is self-
sustained close to a saturation level. The underlined process behind this manner is a
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`stuck' mechanism, implying that during the saturation stage, the electrons are stuck
on the plate of emission due to the strong force coming from their induced charge.
In this case the eect of the dielectric surface charge on the long-term evolution of the
electron population is almost negligible. However, as in the case of the self-extinguishing
mechanism the dielectric surface remains charged.
A representative overview regarding the multipactor zones in which of the above mechanisms
take place is provided in Fig. 4.15.
Through the analysis performed in this chapter, a qualitative overview regarding the long-
term multipactor evolution in partially loaded waveguides has been achieved. For the rst
time, the existence of a saturation stage has been reported for the considered conguration.
Despite the simplications of the developed model, the analysis performed can constitute
the basis for an extensive 3D model that takes into account the stochastic behavior of the
secondary emission process as well as the space charge eects, as discussed in the next Section.
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Figure 4.15.: Long term evolution: Multipactor chart showing in which area each of the two long-
term evolution mechanism occurs. The same parameters as in the Fig. 4.4 have been
considered.
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4.4. 3D Approach
The analysis presented in the previous section provides a rst, qualitative overview of the
long-term multipactor evolution in partially loaded waveguides. However, the corresponding
1D model implies some limitations, mainly related with the representation of the distribution
of the electrons. As mentioned before, the single electron model assumes that the electrons are
all travelling with the same speed composing a thin electron sheet. As a consequence, the space
charge eect is approached by considering only the induced charge, omitting, thus, the direct
Coulomb interactions between the moving electrons (see the introduction of 4.3). Due to its
repelling nature, the Coulomb force makes the electrons spread so that they compose a thick
electron sheet. The spread of electrons is even more reinforced by the randomness of the initial
velocity of the emitted electrons. This trend of the electrons to spread has been highlighted
by Riyopoulos et al. who have studied multipactor steady-state in the fundamental case of
empty parallel plates [59]. As it has been reported in their work, the electrons compose an
electron cloud rather than a thin electron sheet during the saturation phase. It becomes clear
that the single electron model that assumes a deterministic emission velocity and neglects the
Coulomb interactions is limited to a poor representation of the electron distribution, especially
with respect to the long-term evolution of the discharge.
The spread on the electron positions and velocities could notably aect the long-term
evolution of the discharge. The importance of the representation of the electron distribution
is raised in the case of dielectric walls since a spread of electrons could potentially aect the
evolution of the surface charge on the dielectric surfaces. Consider, for instance, the case A
as it has been described in Section 4.3.2. In that example, the electron sheet was following
a resonant motion even after the saturation had been reached (see Fig. 4.9). Due to this
resonance, the dielectric surface was continuously charged positively after every impact of
the electron sheet on the dielectric slab. However, in realistic conditions, the electrons are
expected to follow a random-like motion due to the spread of emission velocities and due to
the mutual Coulomb interactions. Hence, it is most probable that the dielectric material is
charged heterogeneously, sometimes positively and sometimes negatively in case of secondary
electron emission or electron absorption, respectively.
The above mentioned statements motivate us to extend the 1D analysis by developing a
more advanced model able to consider the spread of the electrons. For this purpose, a multiple
particle 3D model is, following, presented which takes into account the Coulomb interactions
as well as the stochastic behavior of the secondary emission process in addition to the eects
of the induced charge and the surface charge on the dielectric.
4.4.1. Modeling
Modeling the statistics of the secondary emission process as well as the mutual interactions
between electrons constitutes a particularly challenging problem. First, in order to take the
statistics of the secondary emission into account the electrons have to be modeled individually.
This implies a complexity proportional to the number of the moving electrons, O (Nel), where
Nel is the number of the electrons. The complexity increases much more by including the
Coulomb interactions between electrons. Since every electron interacts with all the others,
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the mutual interactions between them entail a N -body problem with a corresponding com-
plexity of O
 
N2
el

. Taking into account that the electron population grows exponentially in
case the discharge occurs, the number of electrons reaches soon huge levels and, as a result,
the complexity of the problem becomes prohibitive. This makes indispensable the need for
applying approximation techniques in order to manipulate the huge complexity due to the
space charge eect.
Electron Distribution
A technique for decreasing the complexity of multipactor analysis, that has been widely used
in the literature, is the macroparticle approach [52, 71, 82{86]. The underlined concept behind
this technique is that a single particle (macroparticle) can represent a group of electrons which
are assumed to follow a similar motion. The single electron approach, that has been previ-
ously followed for the 1D modeling, can be considered as a particular case of the macroparticle
technique since a single particle represents the whole population of electrons assuming that
they compose a thin electron sheet. Contrary to the 1D case, in 3D modeling multiple par-
ticles need to be considered in order to take into account the stochastic behaviour of the
secondary emission, the 3D motion of the electrons as well as the mutual interaction between
them. Dierently to the 1D macroparticle that represents a plane distribution of electrons, a
macroparticle in 3D represents a group of electrons distributed in a spherical area, close to a
central point. This point is the position of the macroparticle. Then, the electrons, represented
by the corresponding macroparticle, are assumed to move all together and, consequently, their
motion is represented by the motion of the macroparticle. Each macroparticle is character-
ized by a weight function that represents the total number of electrons corresponding to the
macroparticle. Let Nel;i be this number corresponding to the i
th macroparticle. Then, the
eective charge and mass of the macroparticle is equal to the total charge and mass of the
corresponding electrons, that is qmacro;i = Nel;ie and mmacro;i = Nel;im, where e and m is the
charge and the mass of a single electron, respectively. After an impact event on the device
walls, the weight function of the macroparticle is updated as follows
N 0el;i = impNel;i; (4.20)
where imp is the SEY value of the corresponding impact event.
The macroparticle approach can signicantly reduce the complexity of the multipactor
analysis. By xing the number of the considered macroparticles, one can control the com-
plexity of the problem independently of the increase of the electron population. Although
the macroparticle approach implies assumptions regarding the representation of the electron
distribution it can be eciently used in order to take the statistics of the secondary emission
into account. Considering a high number of macroparticles, a sucient number of indepen-
dent impact events can be modeled, providing, thus, a proper representation of the stochastic
behavior of the secondary emission process. The more macroparticles are considered the bet-
ter is the representation of the secondary emission statistics, since more independent events
can be taken into account.
Focusing only on the 1st phase of the phenomenon, i.e. the multipactor onset, the macropar-
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ticle approach can provide a precise estimation of the electron evolution. The eciency of
the macroparticle approach weakens when the saturation stage is studied. As the discharge
evolves and approaches saturation, the space charge eect becomes signicant and the elec-
trons tend to repel between them due to the mutual Coulomb force. An eective point charge
cannot precisely represent a huge number of electrons and, therefore, the eciency of the
macroparticle approach is limited. To handle this weakness, an adaptive manipulation of the
macroparticle size { has been applied in order to prevent a huge increase of the macroparticle
size and, consequently, a bad representation of the electron distribution.
Space Charge Eect
As mentioned above, the complexity required for the evaluation of the space charge eect
becomes huge as the electron population increases since it is in the order of power to 2, i.e.
O
 
N2
el

. Even by applying the macroparticle approach the complexity remains high enough,
that is O
 
N2
macro

, where Nmacro is the number of the considered macroparticles. Many works
in the literature have applied the Particle-in-Cell (PIC) method in order to evaluate the space
charge eect [59, 87{89]. According to this method, the charge of the particles is projected
on a spatial grid. Then, the Maxwell equations can be solved by applying common nite
dierence schemes. In this way, the electric eld, coming from both the RF excitation and
the charged particles, is evaluated with a complexity similar to the one of the nite dierence
solver that is typically signicantly lower than O
 
N2
macro

. However, the PIC method is known
to be inaccurate regarding the near interactions, including both the repelling force when
two particles are approaching themselves as well as the interaction of the charged particles
with their induced charge (image charge) when they approach a boundary. Since the near
interactions are expected to aect most the particle dynamics (strong force between close
particles), in this work the space charge eect is modeled by evaluating directly all the particle-
to-particle interactions, through the Coulomb force. In order to compensate the enormous
computational eort required for the calculation of all Nmacro by Nmacro interactions (including
the interactions of the particles with the induced charge) ecient parallelization programming
techniques have been applied.
Surface Charge on the Dielectric
When an electron collides with the dielectric surface the surface is locally charged by a neg-
ative or positive amount of charge, in case an absorption or a secondary emission occurs,
respectively. Since the dielectric is supposed to be a perfect isolator, the additional charge on
the dielectric surface remains very close to the impact point. An excessively precise modeling
of the surface charge implies that an additional charge (approximately a point charge) has to
be considered after every impact event at the collision point. Let us call them \surface point
charges". Such a model would result in a dramatic increase of the complexity of the problem.
Since every electron may impinge several times at any point of the dielectric surface a huge
number of surface point charges would need to be considered.
{In this thesis, the macroparticle size is referred to the number of the electrons represented by the macropar-
ticle, i.e. the value of the weight function
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In order to tackle the above described diculty an alternative approach is proposed. The
dielectric is discretized into surface patches, as Fig. 4.16 illustrates. The surface charge density
of a single patch is assumed constant simplifying notably the calculation of the electric eld
due to the whole surface charge on the dielectric. Despite its simplicity, the model can provide
a fair representation of the surface charge distribution. Taking many patches into account,
the proposed model is able to represent a potential inhomogeneity of the surface charge on the
dielectric. On the other hand, the complexity required for the calculation of the corresponding
electric eld can be signicantly lower comparing to the one that would be needed if surface
point charges were considered. Setting a certain number of patches, the complexity introduced
by including the eect of the surface charge on the dielectric can be controlled.
Figure 4.16.: Discretization of the dielectric surface into patches. The surface charge density on a
single patch is considered constant. After every impact event, the total charge of the
corresponding patch changes according to the charge added at the collision point.
Lateral Limits
In the 1D approach the two metallic plates as well as the dielectric slab were considered
innite in terms of the lateral directions x, y. In order to tackle this non-realistic artifact,
we have developed the corresponding 1D by considering the charge density of the electron
sheet, which is nite, instead of the absolute number of electrons. Here, in the 3D analysis,
we have to consider separate particles instead of charge densities in order to model the spread
of electrons. If we assumed innite plates, as in the 1D case, no saturation would be reached.
Indeed, due to the repelling nature of the mutual force between the electrons the electron
cloud would innitely augment towards the lateral directions. For this reason, the boundaries
are truncated towards the lateral directions x and y, as illustrated by the example of Fig.
4.17. Therefore, the electrons that exceed the lateral limits are considered lost. Let us call
this approximation as \lateral loss approach".
This approach can be considered as a fair approximation for multipactor studies in several
realistic structures. For instance, in a rectangular waveguide, assuming the fundamental TE10
mode, the electric eld tends to zero as approaching the lateral walls. As a consequence, the
movings electrons located close to the lateral walls are most possible to be absorbed on the
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boundaries since the do not gain sucient kinetic energy in order to provoke the emission
of secondary electrons. In addition to rectangular waveguides, waveguide irises constitute
another example where the lateral loss approach could be fairly applied. In such a case, when
moving electrons exceed the lateral gap of the iris they normally pass from a high electric
eld to a low electric eld area. Therefore, these electrons tend to be lost and only a small
portion of them could contribute in multipacting process [90].
4.4.2. Formulation
The 3D solver starts by placing a certain number of macroparticles between the plates, ran-
domly distributed (in terms of position and velocity). Then, each macroparticle moves ac-
cording to a 3D tracker which is based on the 4th order Runge-Kutta dierential scheme.
Comparing to the corresponding 1D tracker, the 3D one considers all the 3D eld components.
Since both the induced charge and the Coulomb eld are taken into account, additionally to
the applied RF eld and the eld coming from the surface charge on the dielectric, the total
electric eld considered by the tracker is given as follows:
Etotal = Erf +Ediel +Einduced +Ecoulomb; (4.21)
where Erf is the applied RF eld, Ediel the eld due to the surface charge on the dielectric,
Einduced the eld due to the charges induced on the boundaries and Ecoulomb the eld coming
from the direct mutual interactions between the electrons.
Let us, now, discuss how each of the electric eld components of Eq. (4.21) can be evaluated.
Neglecting the fringing elds close to the plates edges, the RF eld can be evaluated as in
the 1D case, that is assuming innite parallel plates. Under this assumption, that fairly holds
when the plates width is much bigger than the distance between the plates, the RF eld
component is given by the following expression,
Erf =
Vgap
h  d sin (!t) z^; d < z < h; (4.22)
where d is the thickness of the dielectric slab and Vgap is given by Eq. (4.15), as in the 1D
case.
Regarding the remaining eld components, the most dicult part lies on the evaluation
of the eld due the induced charge which entails the following peculiarity: the evaluation of
the electric eld on a source position, that is the eld that a point charge results on itself
through the induced charge. Searching for an ecient Green Function (GF) method that
ts to this feature, the image series approach attracts most our interest since it provides a
straightforward separation of the singular source term and the remaining, regular part of the
GF. Moreover, image series provide an ecient calculation of the close-to-the-source eld,
which is of the most importance regarding the evaluation of the space charge eect. For this
purpose, a novel image method for the GF evaluation in multilayered shielded media has been
developed, as will be presented in Chapter 5. The electrostatic GF can be expressed in an
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image series as follows:
4"0GE
 
r; r0

=
1X
n= 1
wndrn
jr  r01;nj3
  wndrnjr  r02;nj3
; (4.23)
where r = ^+zz^ and r0 = 0^+z0z^ are the positions of the observation and the source point,
respectively, r01;n and r02;n the positions of the images, wn the charge of the corresponding
images and drn = r   r0n is the distance (vector) between the source point and the corre-
sponding images. The position and the charge of the images are evaluated in Chapter 5 and
are summarized in Table 5.1.
Once the electric eld GF is known, both the Coulomb eld and the eld coming from the
induced charge can be evaluated. In particular, the zero-th term of the rst sum in Eq. (4.23)
corresponds to the Coulomb eld eect of a point charge to another point charge, while all
the remaining innite terms provide the corresponding eld due to the induced charge. Since
the space charge eect is typically intense when the particles are close, a few terms of the
innite sum of (4.23) provide a sucient accuracy. For the remaining simulations, the rst 8
image charges have been used.
Having the knowledge of the image series representation of the GF, it is straightforward
to evaluate the eld coming from the surface charge on the dielectric, Ediel. As has been
mentioned in Section 4.4.1, the dielectric surface is discretized into patches with constant
charge density. Then, the eld coming from a single patch is the free-space contribution of
the patch itself in addition to the contribution of its image patches. The position and the
density of the image patches can be straightforwardly found by the corresponding image series
representation of the GF.
4.4.3. Example of Analysis
In this section we apply the above described 3D model for the analysis of the long-term multi-
pactor evolution in parallel-plate waveguides partially loaded by dielectric. As an example, we
consider the same conguration as in the 1D analysis, that is a parallel-plate waveguide with a
distance between the plates equal to h = 1:1mm loaded by a dielectric slab of d = 0:1mm and
"r = 3. The secondary emission properties of silver are considered for both the metallic plate
and the dielectric surface. The conguration under study is depicted in Fig. 4.17. Note, that
dierently to the 1D analysis, here, the plates are laterally truncated (in x and y directions)
so that an innite increase of electron population is prevented.
Since the conguration is the same as in the example of the 1D analysis (in terms of
dimensions and SEY properties) multipactor is expected to occur inside the susceptibility
zones as they are shown in the multipactor chart of Fig. 4.4. Let us study the case A, as
depicted in the chart of Fig. 4.4, which presents particular interest since it is close to the
lower multipactor threshold. For this case, the applied RF voltage and frequency are equal
to V = 45 V and f = 1 GHz, respectively.
Figure 4.18 shows the evolution of the electron population and of the accumulated surface
charge on the dielectric. Comparing to the results obtained by the 1D analysis (see Fig.
4.5), one can observe that the same qualitative behavior is obtained by applying the 3D
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Figure 4.17.: Conguration under study in the 3D analysis. The following dimensions are considered:
h = 1:1mm, d = 0:1mm, w = 5mm. The dielectric constant of the slab is equal to "r = 3
The SEY properties of silver are considered for both metallic and dielectric surfaces
(see Table 3.2). The moving electrons that exceed the lateral limits are considered as
lost.
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Figure 4.18.: Time evolution of the electron population (electron cloud) and of the accumulated
charge on the dielectric (given in jej, where e is the charge of a single electron). The
results correspond to the operation point A in Fig. 4.4. The following simulation
parameters have been considered: Nmacro = 20000, x = 0:1 mm and y = 0:1 mm,
where Nmacro is the number of the macroparticles, x and y the dimensions of each
surface patch.
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model. In particular, the phenomenon evolves in three dierent stages. First, the multipactor
onset takes place during which both electron population and surface charge increase. As
the phenomenon evolves, the electron population reaches a maximum level, around the 50th
RF period. Then, a saturation-like phase is achieved during which the electron population
remains almost constant, however, slightly decreasing. On the other hand, during this phase,
the surface charge on the dielectric is continuously increasing, but with a lower rate comparing
to the one during the multipactor onset. This behavior has been also remarked in the 1D
analysis. The saturation-like phase breaks after a few periods (until the 75th RF period). At
the end, the electron cloud disappears while the dielectric surface remains positively charged.
A better overview of multipactor evolution can be obtained through the spatial distribution
of the moving electrons as well as the distribution of the surface charge on the dielectric.
Figures 4.19 and 4.20 depict the electron cloud distribution and the surface charge density
on the dielectric, respectively, at the end of the simulation (100th RF period). Let us start
our discussion with the surface charge distribution. As can be observed in Fig. 4.20 the
dielectric surface has been charged fairly homogeneously with a positive charge. The slight
discrepancies observed come from the stochastic nature of the secondary emission process.
Due to the positive surface charge, the electrons are attracted towards the dielectric surface.
This can be, clearly, seen in the electron cloud distribution, as shown in Fig. 4.19.
x
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Figure 4.19.: Electron cloud distribution at the end of the simulation of the studied case (same
parameters as in Fig. 4.18).
4.5. Summary
In this chapter, the long term evolution in parallel-plates waveguides loaded by a single dielec-
tric slab has been investigated. After a brief review of the theory as well as of the literature,
a 1D model able to take into account both the induced charge and the surface charge on
the dielectric has been developed. The proposed model provides a qualitative overview of
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Figure 4.20.: Charge density on the dielectric surface at the end of the simulation of the studied case
(same parameters as in Fig. 4.18)
the phenomenon through the long-term multipactor chart. Two dierent mechanisms have
been reported: rst, the self-extinguishing mechanism which occurs for, relatively, low gap
voltages, close to the lower multipactor threshold, and, second, the self-sustaining mechanism
that takes place for higher gap voltages. For the rst time a saturation stage in parallel
with the development of a surface charge on the dielectric has been reported. Since the 1D
model cannot consider the spread of electrons due to secondary emission statistics as well
as due to mutual Coulomb force between electrons, a advanced 3D model able to take into
account all the long-term evolution mechanisms has been proposed. Results, obtained by the
3D approach, are in good agreement with the qualitative behavior of the electron population
evolution as predicted by the 1D model. Additionally, the 3D analysis provides a deeper
insight on the phenomenon through the electron cloud distribution as well as through the
surface charge density on the dielectric.
The work presented in this Chapter triggers intense motivation for further studies both
in terms of modeling and analysis of the phenomenon for the examined conguration. As
a future step, the 3D solver could be eciently boosted by applying accelerating techniques
for N-body systems, like the fast multipole method (FMM). On the other hand the analysis
of the phenomenon presents particular interest. A future step could be a comprehensive 3D
study in order to verify the existence of the self-sustaining mechanism. Moreover, parametric
studies regarding the eect of the dielectric slab properties (thickness and dielectric constant)
will provide a deeper insight on the long-term multipactor evolution under the presence of
dielectrics.

5. Image Method for Multilayered Shielded
Media
5.1. Introduction
A robust analysis of the long-term multipactor evolution requires the calculation of all mutual
interactions between electrons, included the eect of the charges induced on the component
walls. As has been discussed in the Chapter 4, the induced charges can signicantly aect the
electron motion, especially when electron approaching the boundary walls. Their inclusion in
the multipactor analysis involves the following peculiar issue: the evaluation of the electro-
static eld on a source due to the charges induced by the source itself. Such a calculation can
be achieved by the extraction of the singular source contribution from the Green Function
(GF).
This work has been motivated by the exploration of a GF method that ts well to the
above described feature in the case of multilayered shielded media, a conguration which has
triggered extensive interest in multipactor analysis [32], [91]. Sommerfeld integration [92, 93],
modal expansion (eigefunction expansion) [80, 94, 95] and image method (real image series)
[96, 97] are three well-known approaches for evaluating the GF. Among them, the image
method attracts most our interest since it provides a straightforward separation between the
singular source term and the remaining, regular part of the GF. The extraction of the source
term is naturally infeasible in the modal expansion since the singularity is incorporated in an
innite number of modes. On the other hand, the evaluation of the Sommerfeld integral is
known to be a time consuming task. Alternatively, the complex image method (CIM) express
the GF as a sum of the source term and a nite series series of complex images, i.e. images
with complex position and charge [98, 99]. Comparing to real image series, CIM oers extra
degrees of freedom arising from the complex representation of images. However, contrary to
CIM, real images provide an exact, unique GF representation and a clear physical insight of
the electrostatic problem as well.
Here, we focus on the derivation of the real image series in multilayered shielded media.
Traditionally, an iterative procedure is applied in order to nd the image charges in congu-
rations with parallel boundaries, by using the image theory. A typical example is the image
expansions for the problems of parallel plates. By following the same iterative procedure,
the image series has been, also, derived for the case of a dielectric plate [100, 101] and of a
grounded dielectric slab [102]. However, this process becomes a cumbersome task in case of
multiple dielectric layers. To the author best knowledge, there is no work in the literature
related to the image series problem in multilayered shielded media.
In this work, a new approach is proposed in order to derive the image series. The under-
lined concept is as follows: the image series are obtained by the modal expansion through the
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Poisson summation formula [103]. In order to simplify the procedure, all the manipulations
are performed in spectral domain. The strength of this approach is the fact that the modal
expansion is relatively easy to be found in spectral domain. Then, by performing few manip-
ulations, the Poisson summation formula is applied, transforming the modal expansion into
an image series, in a closed form. As a rst step, the case of a two layers shielded structure is
studied. The method follows a generic process and it can be used as a base for future studies
of cases with more than two layers.
The image series for the studied conguration can be also applied to a broader range of elec-
trostatic problems. For example, consider a printed circuit board, shielded for electromagnetic
compatibility purposes [104{106]. An electrostatic analysis can be, typically, performed by
applying the well-established method of moments (MoM) [107], requiring ecient evaluations
of the GF. The image method can be benecially combined with modal expansion in order to
eciently ll the MoM matrix. This, in fact, is the main concept of the Ewald method which
exploits the local eciency of the image and modal expansion to close- and far-to-the-source
distances, respectively [108{110].
The formulation of the proposed image method is presented in Section 5.2. The method
is validated and studied in terms of convergence through numerical results in Section 5.3.
Moreover, in Section 5.3, the utility of the derived image series is demonstrated in cases of
practical importance. Finally, a brief summary and a discussion on possible extensions of the
current work are included in Section 5.4.
5.2. Image Series Formulation
5.2.1. Green Function Derivation
As it has been already mentioned, in the proposed approach the main idea is to derive the
image charges from the modal expansion by applying the Poisson Summation formula. In
order to simplify the procedure, the potential Green function is manipulated in the spectral
domain. After the image charges are found, both the potential and the electric eld Green
functions are directly derived. The problem of a parallel plate structure partially loaded by a
dielectric slab is considered, as it is depicted in Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1.: Parallel plates waveguide partially loaded by a dielectric slab.
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In electrostatics, the electric potential satises Poisson's Equation,
r2V =  f
"0
; (5.1)
where f is the volume charge density. In order to simplify the calculations, a point source
with a normalized charge of q =  "0 is considered. Hence, the volume charge density is given
in cylindrical coordinates as f =  "0 ()2  (z   z0).
By applying the Hankel Transform (HT), Eq. (5.1) is transformed to the spectral domain,
@2 ~V
@z2
+ 2 ~V =
 (z   z0)
2
; 2 =  k2 (5.2)
where ~V (k; z) = HT fV (; z)g is the Hankel Transform of the potential function. The
corresponding homogeneous dierential equation of Eq. (5.2) provides solutions ~f (z), i.e
eigenfunctions, which are linear combination of sines and cosines,
~f (z) =

~f1 = a1 sinz + b1 cosz
~f2 = a2 sinz + b2 cosz
; (5.3)
where ~f1 and ~f2 correspond to the areas #1 and #2, respectively. The coecients ai; bi, where
i = f1; 2g, as well as the eigenvalues  are determined by the boundary conditions,
~V (h) = 0 (5.4a)
~V (0) = 0 (5.4b)
~V jz=d  = ~V jz=d+ (5.4c)
"r
@ ~V
@z
jz=d  =
@ ~V
@z
jz=d+ : (5.4d)
By applying them, it can be demonstrated that the eigenvalues satisfy the following charac-
teristic equation,
cot (d  h)  "r cotd = 0 (5.5)
which results in a set of discrete values k, k 2 N . The corresponding eigenfunctions have
the following form:
~fk (z) =
(
~fk;1 = C
sink(z h)
sink(d h)
~fk;2 = C
sinkz
sinkd
; (5.6)
where C is an arbitrary constant. For simplicity, we choose C = 1.
The next step is to expand the normalized Green function ~V (k; z) into a series of eigen-
functions,
~V =
1X
k=1
ak ~fk: (5.7)
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For this purpose, we dene the following inner product between two eigenfunctionsD
~f i;
~f j
E
=
Z h
0
"r (z) ~f i (z)
~f j (z) dz
=
Z h
d
~f i (z)
~f j (z) dz + "r;2
Z d
0
~f i (z)
~f j (z) dz: (5.8)
Then, it can be shown that the eigenfunctions form an orthogonal basis, i.e.,D
~f i;
~f j
E
= 0 if i 6= j: (5.9)
Substituting the expansion of Eq. (5.7) into the spectral Poisson Equation (5.2), and applying
the inner product (5.8), one can nd the expansion coecient ak. Finally, the spectral Green
function is
~V (k; z) =   1
2
1X
k=1
1
kfkk2
~fk (z0)
~fk (z)
2k + k
2

; (5.10)
which represents, in fact, the modal expansion in spectral domain, as will be discussed later.
The transcendental equation (5.5) cannot be solved analytically apart from very specic
cases, that is for certain values of "r, d and h. However, it can be signicantly simplied
under the following assumption: the ratio between the plates gap and the slab width is a
rational number. For practical cases, this always holds, since the geometrical dimensions are
decimal numbers with a nite number of digits. Then, we can nd two coprime integers p
and q satisfying the following relation,
h
h  2d =
p
q
: (5.11)
With this assumption, the solutions of the characteristic equation can be grouped into sets
which are repeated with a period equal to
T = 2
p
h
= 2
q
h  2d: (5.12)
More specically, it can be proved that there are N = 2p solutions in the interval (0; T ] ,
which compose a fundamental set of solutions (see the Appendix). Each of these fundamental
solutions are repeated with the period T . A representative example of the periodic distribution
of the eigenvalues into sets is illustrated in Fig. 5.2. Then, the eigenvalues can be described
in the following form,
l;i = 0;i + lT; (5.13)
where 0;i are the eigenvalues of the fundamental set, with i = f1;    ; 2pg, and l 2 Z. Taking
into account the above form of eigenvalues the Green function of Eq. (5.10) can be written
as a double summation over the indices i and l.
For demonstration purposes and without loss of generality, we continue the analysis focusing
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Figure 5.2.: Eigenvalues of the characteristic equation (5.5). The following conguration has been
considered: h = 1:5mm, d = 0:25mm and "r;2 = 9. The corresponding integer coe-
cients of Eq. (5.11) are p = 3 and q = 2 while the fundamental period of the eigenvalues
is equal to T = 4.
on the area #1, i.e. z; z0 2 (d; h). Then, the Green function gets the following form,
~V (k; z) =   1
2
NX
i=1
1X
l=0
U (l;i)S (l;i; z; k) (5.14)
where the auxiliary functions U and S are given by
U (l;i) =
1
a+ b cos 2l;i (d  h) (5.15a)
and
S (l;i; z; k) =
sinl;i (z0   h) sinl;i (z   h)
2l;i + k
2

: (5.15b)
The coecients a and b depend only on the dimensions and the dielectric permittivity and
are given by a = (h  d)/2+ d  "2 + 14" and b =  d  "2   14". Taking into account Eqs.
(5.12) and (5.13) one can prove that the function U is independent of the index l and, thus,
it can quit the inner sum. On the other hand, the product between the sines of the function
S can be written as a sum of exponentials. Hence, the Green function can be rewritten as,
~V (k; z) =  1
8
NX
i=1
U (0;i)
1X
l= 1
ejl;i(z z0)
2l;i + k
2

+
1
8
NX
i=1
U (0;i)
1X
l= 1
ejl;i(z+z0 2h)
2l;i + k
2

: (5.16)
The next step in order to derive the image expansion is to apply the Poisson Summation
formula to the inner double-innite sums of Eq. (5.16), i.e. the sums of index l. After some
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manipulations, the Green function takes on the form
~V (k; z) =  1
8T
NX
i=1
U (0;i)
1X
m= 1
e kjy1+m 2T j
k
e jm0;i
2
T
+
1
8T
NX
i=1
U (0;i)
1X
m= 1
e kjy2+m 2T j
k
e jm0;i
2
T ; (5.17)
where y1 = z   z0 and y2 = z + z0   2h. The inner sums of index m correspond, in fact, to
image expansions in the spectral domain, since IHT

e kz

k
	
= 1
.p
2 + z2. Then, the
image series in spatial domain, extracting the normalization factor, is given by
V (; z) =
1
4"0
1X
n= 1
0@ wnq
2 + (z   Zn1 )2
  wnq
2 + (z   Zn2 )2
1A; (5.18)
where the weights wn and the image positions Z
n
1 and Z
n
2 are given in Table 5.1.
The modal expansion in spatial domain can be derived by applying the Inverse Hankel
Transform to Eq. (5.10). Then, the Green function, extracting again the normalization
factor, is given by the following modal series,
V (; z) =
1
2"0
1X
k=1
gkGk (; z); (5.19)
where
gk =
sink (z0   h)
a+ b cos 2k (d  h) (5.20a)
and
Gk (; z) = sink (z   h)K0 (k) (5.20b)
are the weight and the prole, respectively, of the modes, while K0 is the modied Bessel
function of the second kind. Note that the set of eigenvalues k in Eqs. (5.20) corresponds to
the one of eigenvalues l;i in Eq. (5.13) under the relation of k = 2pl + i.
A summary of the proposed technique for deriving the image series is given in Fig. 5.3.
Image Positions Image Charges
Zn1 = z0   nhp
wn =   2T
2pP
i=1
e
 j20;i(d h) np+q
a+b cos 20;i(d h)
Zn2 = 2h  z0   nhp
Table 5.1.: Positions & Charges of the images.
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Figure 5.3.: Main steps of the proposed image method.
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5.2.2. Extraction of Singular Images
As can be shown using the image positions of Table 5.1, some images, corresponding to
low values of index n, can fall into the observation area, i.e. into the interval (d; h). This
would result in articial electric potential singularities in positions where there are no sources.
Consider, for example, the following conguration: parallel-plates of h = 2mm loaded by a
dielectric slab of "r;2 = 2 and d = 0:25mm. Figure 5.4 depicts the image charges, both position
and amplitude, for this conguration. As can be seen, there are images located between the
dielectric interface and the upper metallic plate. However, they all have zero charge. In
particular, there are p+ q   1 = 6 images, around the main image (n = 0) of each set, which
do not contribute. This can be generalized for any conguration parameters of h, d and "r;2.
By applying Monte Carlo simulations, it has been veried that the rst p + q   1 images
around the main ones have zero charge. This is a necessary and sucient condition so that
there is no articial singularity for the electric potential in the observation area. Therefore,
in the proposed method, all the images with 1  jnj  p+ q   1 are eliminated.
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Figure 5.4.: Charges of the images for both set of images as dened in Table 5.1. The following
conguration has been considered: h = 2mm, d = 0:25mm, "r;2 = 2 and z0 = 1:65mm.
The vertical lines correspond to the margins of the structure: the two black lines represent
the lower and the upper metallic plate, the green one the limit of the dielectric slab. The
rst images with zero charge are marked by the rectangular dashed box. The rst images
with non zero charge (excluding the main images of both sets, i.e. for n = 0), are marked
with dashed circles.
5.3. Numerical Examples
In this section the validity and the performance of the proposed image method is discussed
through some numerical examples. For this purpose, two other approaches for the evaluation
of the GF have been applied, too. The rst one is the modal expansion, as it has been derived
in Eq. (5.19), the second one is based on the Sommerfeld integration [92].
According to this, the Green function is rst evaluated in the spectral domain in a closed
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form. Then, the spatial domain Green function is calculated by applying the Sommerfeld
integration, i.e.
V (; z) =
Z 1
0
J0 (k) k ~V (k; z) dk; (5.21)
where J0 is the zero order Bessel function of the rst kind. By applying the boundary
conditions in the conguration under study, the potential Green function ~V in the spectral
domain is given in a closed form as
4"0 ~V (k; z) =
e kjz z0j
k
  e
 k(z z0)
k
+ C sinh k (z   h) ; (5.22)
where
C =   2
k
"r;2
sinh k(z0 d)
cosh k(h d) +
cosh k(z0 d)
cosh k(h d) tanh kd
"r;2 tanh k (h  d) + tanh kd : (5.23)
Then, the electric eld GF can be obtained as
E (; z) =  rV = E^+ Ez z^ (5.24)
where the components E and Ez are given by the following equations
E =
Z 1
0
J1 (k) k
2

~V (k; z) dk (5.25a)
and
Ez =  
Z 1
0
J0 (k) k
@ ~V (k; z)
@z
dk: (5.25b)
A numerical evaluation of the Sommerfeld integrals of Eqs. (5.21) and (5.25) is performed by
applying the Weighted Averages (WA) algorithm, as described in [111].
In the next examples, the following conguration has been considered: the distance between
the metal plates is equal to h = 1mm while the dielectric slab has a width of d = 0:3mm and
a dielectric constant equal to "r;2 = 2. The results have been obtained utilizing MATLAB
R2013a on a PC with an Intel Core i7 CPU at 3:40 GHz, running on Windows 7 Professional
x64 operating system. Table 5.2 provides data about the CPU time needed for the evaluation
of the elementary elements for each of the applied methods, e.g. the potential GF evaluation
due to a single mode for the modal expansion method. As can be seen, the CPU time needed
for the evaluation of the contribution due to a single mode is more than 60 times higher
than the corresponding one for a single image. This dierence comes, in fact, from the time
consuming evaluation of the Bessel functions needed in the modal series. The dierence
becomes even more evident for the case of Sommerfeld integration, since the evaluation of
every partial integral requires several calls of the Bessel function.
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CPU time per single term
Gv Ge
Image Series ref ' 10 4ms 1:5 ref
Modal Series 65 ref 95 ref
Sommerfeld Integration 620 ref {
Table 5.2.: CPU time for the calculation of a single term of each method.
5.3.1. Validation
Several tests have been performed in order to prove the validity of the developed image
method. Figure 5.5 depicts representative results for the potential GF, for a case in which the
observation point approaches radially the source. As it is shown, the image series follows very
well the other two approaches through the major radial range. The discrepancies noticed for
high values of radial distance come from the fact that the image series converge, in general,
very slowly when the observation and the source point are far away. As can be seen, by
increasing the number of calculated terms, the dierences observed for high radial distances
diminish, validating, thus, the proposed image technique.
The agreement between the methods is conrmed by results for the electric eld GF, too.
Figure 5.6 illustrates results for a case where the source and the observation points are located
at dierent z levels. As shown, the three methods are in a nice consistency for both z  and
 components. As expected, due to the symmetry of the problem, the  component is
diminished as the observation point approaches the azimuthal axis and the total electric eld
is dominated by the z  component.
5.3.2. Convergence
After validating the proposed method, we have performed a numerical study of the convergence
of the image series. Figure 5.7 depicts results on the number of terms needed in order to achieve
a certain accuracy. Two cases are presented: one where the source is close to the dielectric
slab and one where it is close to the metal plate. In both cases the image series present
similar asymptotic behavior as the error becomes very low. As can be seen, for high accuracy
(err < 10 5) the number of images needed is proportional to N / err 1/2 or, equivalently,
the potential GF converges with a rate of / 1N2. On the other hand, the modal expansion
presents a faster asymptotical convergence. This makes it a better choice in case a very
high accuracy is required. However, a fair comparison between the two methods requires to
consider the CPU time needed for each term. Taking into account the data of Table 5.2 the
image method outperforms the modal expansion in the studied cases for errors larger than
err > 10 8.
In the case of electric eld GF a dierent trend is noticed for the convergence of the image
series. As Fig. 5.8 shows, the image series converge faster in the case that the source is
located close to the metal plate. In particular, when the source is near to the dielectric slab
the electric eld GF converges with the same rate as the potential GF, i.e. / 1N2, while,
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Figure 5.5.: Potential Green function as a function of the radial distance between the source and
the observation point. The source and the observation point are placed on the same
altitude position of z0 = z = 0:5mm. A number of Nmod = 1000 modes and NWA = 35
partial integrals has been used for the modal expansion and the Sommerfeld integra-
tion, respectively, while several simulations with dierent number of images have been
performed.
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Figure 5.6.: Electric eld GF (both z  and  components) as a function of the radial distance. The
altitude position of the source and the observation point are z0 = 0:4mm and z = 0:6mm,
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when the source is close to the metal boundary the convergence is asymptotically proportional
to / 1N3. After having performed several numerical experiments, we have found out that
these two behaviors constitute the limit cases for the asymptotic forms of the electric eld
GF obtained by image series.
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Figure 5.7.: Convergence of the potential GF. Two dierent cases are studied: in the rst one the
source is located close to the dielectric surface with z0;1 = d + 0:1 (h  d) and in the
other the source is close to the metal plate with z0;2 = h   0:1 (h  d). For both cases,
the observation point is placed on the same altitude level as the corresponding source
and in a radial distance of  = 0:05h.
In the previous examples we have studied the convergence considering a single observation
point. The same asymptotic behaviors take place even if the observation point is placed in
dierent positions with respect to the source. As the observation point is getting closer to
the source the curves in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8 become lower for the image method and higher
for the modal expansion. For a better overview of the image series convergence, the inuence
of the source-to-observer distance has been also investigated. Figure 5.9 depicts results on
the relation between the relative error and the position of the observer, for a certain number
of calculated terms. It is obvious that for close distances the electric eld GF for the image
method converges much faster than the potential GF, with a rate of / 2 instead of / ,
respectively. On the other hand, the modal expansion follows a similar tendency for both
potential and electric eld GF.
5.3.3. Eciency and Accuracy
In this part we study the computational performance of the image series method in some
examples of practical importance. As a rst example, we evaluate the potential GF considering
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.
both source and observation points located on the dielectric surface. This case is encountered
in the analysis of shielded printed circuits by using the Method of Moments (MoM). As Fig.
5.10 shows, the image method presents a remarkable computational eciency for low radial
distances, outperforming both modal expansion and the Sommerfeld integration technique
for distances, approximately, up to  = 0:5h. Therefore, the image method could contribute
in a MoM analysis by fast GF evaluations between neighbor patches. However, image series
performance is limited to a point where the computational eort, needed for achieving a
certain accuracy, explodes resulting in huge CPU evaluation times.
The second example is related to another area, the one of particle dynamics studies which
are frequently encountered in plasma physics. In this case, in order to evaluate the motion
of the charged particles the mutual interactions between particles, and especially between
near particles, need to be calculated. Since the number of the considered particles is huge
(typically higher than 105) and the mutual Coulomb eld is evaluated in each time step, a
compromise between accuracy and computational complexity needs to be done. Here, as an
example, we assume a homogeneous distribution of 104 electrons in the area of  2 [0; h] and
z 2 [d; h]. Then, we evaluate the electric eld on these electrons due to a source located at
(; z0) = (0; h/2). Both image and modal series have been applied. The number of terms for
each method has been chosen so that the total CPU time for both methods is approximately
the same, timag  tmodes = 1:5s. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 depict the relative error of the
electric eld GF over the examined area as obtained by the image and the modal series,
respectively. As can be seen, the image method provides an accuracy of at least 3 signicant
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Figure 5.10.: CPU time needed for the calculation of the potential Green Function with a relative
error equal to 10 5. The source and the observation point are considered to be placed
on the dielectric surface, i.e. z0 = z = d = 0:3mm.
digits (error lower than 10 4) all over the examined area, which can be considered sucient for
the computationally demanding particle simulations. Indeed, for near to the source distances,
where the electric eld is higher and consequently its consideration is more important for the
particles motion, the image method yields higher precision, outperforming the modal series in
the area for  < 0:35h. Although the modal expansion method provides very high accuracy
far from the source, it fails to eciently evaluate the electric eld close to the source.
In continuance to the previous example, another issue appearing in the studies of particle
dynamics is the evaluation of the force on the source due to the charges induced by the source
itself on metal surfaces. This force can signicantly aect the motion of a charged particle, es-
pecially when it is located close to metal surfaces. In order to evaluate it, one should calculate
the electric eld on the source, coming from the induced charges. For simplicity, let us call it
`self-eld'. In order to evaluate the self-eld, the singular free space contribution of the source
should be extracted by the GF. This is straightforward in the image method, since the self-eld
can be directly obtained by the substraction of the source term, i.e. w0
q
2 +
 
z   Z01
2
, in
the summation formula of Eq. (5.18). On the contrary, it is practically impossible to evaluate
the self-eld by the modal expansion since the source singularity is incorporated in all modes
and an innite number of terms is required in order to accurately extract it.
Figure 5.13 depicts the self-eld as a function of the source position along the vertical
axis. In addition to the image method, a Sommerfeld integration of Eq. (5.25b) has been
applied extracting the rst term of Eq. (5.22) which corresponds to the source in the spectral
domain. As it is seen, when the source approaches any of the two surfaces, the self-eld
becomes stronger and it results in a force, always towards the surface. The asymmetry
observed between the upper metal plate (z = h) and the lower dielectric surface (z = d) is
due to the presence of the single dielectric slab.
Figure 5.14 illustrates the results with respect to the computational performance of the
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Figure 5.11.: Relative error of the electric eld Green function obtained by the proposed image
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rst Nimag = 1000 terms. In total, 10
4 observation points have
been simulated resulting in a CPU time of approximately 1:59 sec
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Figure 5.13.: Electric eld on the source due to the induced charges, along the z axis. For the image
method, a number of Nimag = 1000 terms has been used.
image method regarding the evaluation of the self-eld. In order to have a comparison, an
adaptive scheme, able to guarantee a certain accuracy, has been also applied in order to
evaluate the self-eld via the Sommerfeld integration. The applied scheme is based on the
16-points Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule. As it is shown, the image series perform better
when the source is close to the boundaries. In such a case, fast convergence is achieved since
the main contribution of the electric eld comes from the closest-to-the-source image, located
symmetrically to the boundary.
5.4. Conclusion
In this chapter, a new approach for the derivation of image series in layered, shielded media
has been presented. The proposed technique constitutes an alternative to the conventional
iterative process for image series derivation and it provides an exact, single series solution in a
closed form. In this work, the technique has been derived for the case of two layers. However,
the algorithm is based on a general concept, as Fig. 5.3 illustrates. As a continuance to the
present work, the main steps of the proposed algorithm can potentially constitute the base of
an extended technique able to derive the image series in general multilayer shielded structures.
The derived image series has been validated through comparisons with the modal expansion
and Sommerefeld integration methods. Through numerical studies, we have also reviewed the
asymptotical behavior of the series convergence. It has been shown that the electric eld GF
presents a faster convergence than the corresponding GF for the potential, especially when
the source is placed close to the metal surface. The utility of the image method in the studied
conguration has been demonstrated by some examples of practical interest. The image series
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Figure 5.14.: CPU time needed for the calculation of the induced electric eld on a source considering
a relative error of 10 5.
can be successfully complement other methods, like the modal expansion, for a fast evaluation
of the GF in close-to-the-source distances. In general, the image method ts well to problems
where a compromise between speed and accuracy needs to be found, since it provides fast GF
evaluations for medium order of accuracy.
6. Summary and Perspectives
The phenomenon of multipactor evolves mainly in two phases: it starts with a fast growth of
the electron population and nishes in the steady state during which the population reaches
a saturation level and remains almost constant. While state-of-the-art computational models
focus mainly on the rst phase, the steady state can provide valuable information about the
discharge, such as the radiated power density spectrum, the number of electrons involved in
the breakdown, the head load of the waveguide to mention only but a few.
This thesis contributed to the modeling of long-term multipactor. After a profound review
of the physics involved in the discharge a generalized technique able to analyze multipactor
in arbitrary 1D congurations has been developed. For this, a generalized single electron
model has been used. Based on this model, studies considering the eect of low-energy
electron collisions and single-surface multipactor in non-uniform eld, like for example in
coaxial waveguides, have been considered. For a rigorous modeling, a full 3D multiple particle
model for the secondary emission has been applied. The single electron model together with
the 3D secondary emission model allows a fast and precise multipactor analysis as required
in the design and synthesis of hardware but provides also physical insight to the steady-state
regime.
Another important technological topic are components involving dielectrics. While multi-
pactor is mainly studied in pure metal environments, little is still known about the discharge
evolution in the presence of dielectrics. The developed single electron model has been ex-
tended to include dielectrics taking into account the eects of both the space charge and the
the surface charge developed on the dielectric during the discharge. For the rst time, the
multipactor evolution has been modeled taking fully into count these two contributions that
are mainly responsible for the steady-state behavior of the breakdown.
In this framework, for taking into count eciently the eect of induced charges, the image
series representation of the 3D Green Function for multi-layered media has been used. For
this, a novel approach in order to derive the images series has been developed. It is based on
the modal expansion of the Green Function and subsequently transformed into a real image
series through the Poisson summation formula. The strength of this approach lies in the fact
that the modal expansion can be quite easily obtained in the spectral domain. Then, by
applying the Poisson summation formula an image series in closed form is obtained. This
concept has been applied two a parallel-plates conguration with a dielectric slab but can be
generalized to an arbitrary number of dielectric layers.
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Perspectives
A direct continuation of this thesis would consist in the generalization of the image series of
parallel-plates loaded with a dielectric slab to shielded multi-layered media with an arbitrary
number of dielectric layers. In this framework, it would be also interesting to explore the
possibility to apply concepts like the Ewald summation technique to accelerate the numerical
evaluation of the 3D Green Function. Thus, it needs to be studied how to combine eectively
the image series representation and the modal expansion of the Green Function of the multi-
layered structure.
In this context, the application of the Fast Multipole Method (FMM) is an interesting
direction to follow as well in order to increase the number of particles used in the simulations
and to path the way to a full 3D simulation of steady-state multipactor in the presence of
dielectrics.
The ecient and accurate modeling of the surface charge on the dielectric remains an open
topic as well. Either, the surface charge is modeled as individual particles requiring methods
like the FMM in order to simulate a reasonable number of particles. Another possibility
would be the representation of the surface charge density by appropriate basis functions, e.g.
piece-wise constant functions on a grid. Another intersting question is the surface charge
distribution during the steady-state. First results seem to indicate that the distribution of
the charge density converges to a constant distribution, which would allow to simplify its
modeling. These results should be conrmed by further simulations and more accurate, full
3D models.
Concerning the study of the elastic reection of impacting electrons, the results obtained
in this thesis should be veried by a full 3D simulation. For this a particle-in-cell code or any
other 3D method should be used, applying the 3D model of secondary emission.
Finally, in the framework of coaxial waveguides, it would be interesting to identify the
dierent saturation mechanisms as it has been done for parallel-plates. This would provide
analytical formulae for the number of electrons involved in the discharge, which could be used
to link the experimentally observed radiated power density spectrum to the simulated one,
allowing to dene a unique criterion for multipactor onset in coaxial waveguides.
A. Solution of the Characteristic Equation
By applying the trigonometric identity 2 sin  cos' = sin ( + ') + sin (   '), the character-
istic equation (5.5) becomes
sin (!a) + c sin (!b) = 0; (A.1)
where !a = h, !b = h   2d and c = ("r;2   1)/("r;2 + 1) < 1: Then, the solutions of the
characteristic equations will be the roots of the following function
h(x) = sin (!ax) + c sin (!bx) : (A.2)
Although the characteristic equation consists of periodic trigonometric functions, its solu-
tions are general non-periodic. Periodicity is guaranteed only when the ratio between !a and
!b is a rational number. Due to the signicant simplication of the analysis in such a case,
here we assume that this condition is satised and consider
!a
!b
=
p
q
; (A.3)
where p and q are coprime integers. Note that such an assumption does not limit the ac-
curacy by any means, since any real number is the limit of a sequence of rational numbers.
Furthermore, in all practical situations, h and d are known to a limited number of digits.
Under this assumption, the period of the solutions of Eq. (A.1) reads
T = p
2
!a
: (A.4)
Periodicity implies that the full set of solutions of (A.1) can be derived from the rst N
positive solutions, 0;1; 0;2;    ; 0;N , in the interval (0; T ] as
l;i = 0;i + lT; (A.5)
where l 2 Z. For this reason, we call 0;1; 0;2;    ; 0;N the `fundamental solutions' of the
characteristic equation.
The fact that c < 1 leads to a very interesting result about the solutions of Eq. (A.1). In
particular, it can be shown that there is one, and only one, solution between
x1 = (2k + 1)

2!a
(A.6a)
and
x2 = (2k + 3)

2!a
(A.6b)
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where k 2 Z, corresponding to two sequential extrema of sin(!ax).
In order to prove this property, we rst consider that k is an even number. Then, it is easy
to show that h (x1) = 1 + c sin (!bx1) and h (x2) =  1 + c sin (!bx1). Since c < 1, h (x1) > 0
and h (x2) < 0, showing that there is at least one root in the interval (x1; x2), which, as we
will next show using `proof by contradiction', is the only one in the corresponding interval.
In particular, if more than one roots existed in the interval (x1; x2), there would be at least
one root, xr;2, satisfying the conditions
h (xr;2) = 0 (A.7a)
and
h0 (xr;2)  0; (A.7b)
as graphically explained in Fig. A.1. Substituting Eq. (A.1) into Eqs. (A.7) yields
sin (!axr;2) =  c sin (!bxr;2) (A.8a)
and
!a cos (!axr;2) + c !b cos (!bxr;2)  0: (A.8b)
Observing that cos (!ax) < 0 in the interval (x1; x2), we can take the square of Eq. (A.8b)
after bringing the rst term in the left-hand side to the right hand-side, resulting in
!2acos
2 (!axr;2)  c2!2b cos2 (!bxr;2) : (A.9)
Taking also the square of Eq. (A.8a) yields
sin2 (!axr;2) = c
2sin2 (!bxr;2) : (A.10)
Substituting the last equation into Eq. (A.9) and taking into account that !a  !b, the
system of Eqs. (A.8) ends up to the following inequality
c > 1; (A.11)
which is in contradiction with the denition of c = ("r;2   1)/("r;2 + 1) < 1: Therefore, no
more than one solutions can be found in the interval (x1; x2). Similar conclusions can be
derived when k is an odd number.
Since there is a only one root in every interval (x1; x2), and since there are 2p such intervals
in a period T , as can be found by the ratio T=(x2 x1) through (A.4) and (A.6), we conclude
that there are N = 2p fundamental solutions.
According to Eq. (A.5), the knowledge of the fundamental solutions, 0;1; 0;2;    ; 0;2p;
is sucient for the calculation of all the eigenvalues. The fundamental solutions can be
numerically evaluated by applying a root-nding algorithm in each interval (x1; x2), for k =
0; 1;    2p  1. However, only the rst p  1 solutions actually need to be evaluated through
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Figure A.1.: Graphical explanation of the conditions described in Eq. (A.7). The integer k of Eq.
(A.6) is considered to be even, resulting in h (x1) > 0 and h (x2) < 0. Considering
the existence of multiple roots, there would be at least one satisfying h0 (xr)  0. In
the depicted case, this corresponds to the root xr;2, as it is illustrated by the tangent,
dashed, line. The equality holds in the extreme case where two roots, e.g. xr;2; xr;3,
overlap.
numerical solution of Eq. (A.1) while the rest can be obtained by the following formulas:
0;p = T/2; (A.12a)
0;2p = T (A.12b)
and
0;N i = T   0;i; i = 1;    p  1: (A.12c)
The rst two relations are easily derived by direct substitution into Eq. (A.1). The last
relation can be derived as follows: due to the odd symmetry of Eq. (A.1) if  is an eigenvalue,
  is also an eigenvalue. Since the eigenvalues are periodic with period T , it follows that
T    is also an eigenvalue. Assuming that 0;i is the eigenvalue in the i-th interval (the
interval calculated from Eq. (A.6) for k = i   1), it is not dicult to show that T   0;i
belongs to the (N   i)-th interval, thus completing the proof of Eq. (A.12c).
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